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THE OXFORD ENGLISH READERS
FOR AFRICA

How

'bVALTINE~

(Adapted from the OXFORD ENGLISH COURSE)

can h elp you
to s ucceed

The Course consists of six volumes for Primary and Middle
Schools. Each volume incorporates sufficient material for one
year's Reading and Language study, and some supplementary
reading matter; no additional books are necessary, except for
further reading practice.
The first three volumes have been adapted by Isabelle Fremont,
a well-qualified teacher with many years' practical experience as
Language Mistress in an African school.
Books IV-VI have been prepared by Mr. F . G. French, late of
the Burma Education Service and author of several successful
text-books for the teaching of English in the Colonies.
Teacher's Editions of all six Readers are being provided giving
detailed notes on each lesson.
.
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Books I and II are now ready, and the remainder 'of the series
is planned for publication by the end of July, 1939.
While the general principles aI}d method of the Oxford English
Course have been followed, the lesson material has been entirely
recast with African conditions in mind.- The vocabulary has been
carefully revised and adapted to suit the ~can enviro~ent, ~d
special account has been taken of the parucular language difficultIes
confronting African children learning English. The senior Readers
are rather less steeply graded than the latter part of the Oxford
English Course.
The lessons reflect the personal interests of the African pupil,
particularly the child with little or no direct contact with Europeans.
T hey lead from conversation and stories about African school and
home life to informative articl~s about the world ~ general.
The series is copiously illustrated throughout.
PUPIL'S EDITIONS
Book I.
9d.
IS. 3d.
Book n.
IS. 6d.
Book Ill.
Book IV.
I S. 6d.
Book V.
IS. 9d.
2 S.
Book VI.

,

TEACHER'S EDITIONS
2S. net
Book 1.
· Book n .
2 8. 6d. net
2S. 6d. net
Book Ill.
Book I V. 2 S. 6d. net
3S. net
Book V.
3S. net
Book VI.

STUDENTS all over the world
appreciate the exceptional health
benefits 'Ovaltine ' gives.
Long hours of patient study exhaust the
nervous system so that the powers of
concentration are seriously impaired. This condition is a great handicap to the
student who is striving to assimilate knowledge to enable him to pass an examination.
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Now ' Ovaltine' can assist you in your work because it possesses unique properties
which have the power to restore the entire physical and nervous system. ' Ovaltine '
is a perfect food in itself. :Moreover, it aids the digestion -and ensures the maximum
nourishment being obtained from other foods. As a nightcap, ' Ovaltine' ensures
peaceful, fully restorative sleep, during which the energy expended during the previous
day is replaced. You wake up in the morning ready to face the day's tasks with
fresh courage and vigour.
Drink 'Ovaltine ' at mealtimes and before you go to bed, but be sure that it is
. Ovaltine.' There is nothing" just as good."
, Ovaltine ' is the most economical food beverage to buy
and to use . 24 cupfuls of delicious' Ovaltine ' can be made
from the small size tin containing 4t ounces.

•

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AMEN HOUSE, WARWICK SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4, ENG.
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@JUST THAT!
Like all great inventions) the Gillette
system

of .shaving . is simplicity itself.

Put a Blue Gillette blade into a Gillette
razor-and you can)t go wrong.

You

will get a clean velvety shave that
no other system) however complicated or

Note these Travel Facilities

costly) can equal.

•

Coastwise Excursions.

•

Trips to Madeira and Canary Islands.

•
Special fares for University Students and School children
visiting parents in West Africa.
•
39 days' round voyages to West Africa from the
United Kingdom.
•
Short period return tickets to West Africa at speeial
rates for specified sailings.
All information (rom

ELDER DEMPSTER
LINES, .LIMITED
Head Office:
INDIA BUILDINGS, WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
West End Passenger Office:

8 SPRING GARDENS, COCKSPUR STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
or to
ELDER DEMPSTER LINES, LTD., AT LAGOS, PORT HARCOURT, CALABAR,
ACCRA, TAKORADI, FREETOWN AND BATHURST, OR AGENTS.

GEA.Y
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CAPPA & D~ALBERT~ .
Contractors to the Government of Ntgerta

MACMILLAN
LIVING ENGLISH

(First Course)

By H. A. MACKENZIE, B.A.
45. 6d.
This first course is primarily intended for foreign students over
the age of twelve, and consists of thirty-two lessons, involving
approximately eighty hours of tuition.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO FOREIGN
LANGUAGE TEACHING

_I I I,u tl ll 1. . .-11111-1"

By I. MORRIS, B.A.(Lond.).

2s.6d.

AN ENGLISH COURSE FOR FOREIGN
CHILDREN

. La os b Cappa & d'Albert.o to the order
Flats arid tradmg store erect~d aitd. gThisYiS the largest buildmg erected for
of Messrs. W. B. Mac~v~~:me~~ial firm in West Africa.

P.O. Box 507, 72 Campbell Street, Lagos
Phone: 316 Lagos

By I. MORRIS, B.A.(Lond.)
Book 11. Is.8d.
Book I. Is. 4d.
Books III and IV.
25. Od. each.
More than 40,000 copies of these books have been sold

INTRODUCTION TO TROPICAL BOTANY
By M. J. LeGOC, M.A.(Cantab.), B.Sc.(Lond.)

RECREATION

EDUCATION

----

Is. IOd.

PRACTICAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
WITHOUT A LABORATORY
By DORA HUSSEY. Natural Sciences Tripos, Cambridge
Book I. 8d.
Books 11 and Ill. IOd. each

*MACMILLAN'S COLOURED STORY BOOKS.
Series A. 21d. each.
Series B. 4!d. each.
*MACMILLAN'S NEW STORY READERS.
Profusely Illustrated. 4d. and 6d. each.
*QUESTION TIME SERIES.
Supplementary Readers with Coloured and Black & White
Illustrations. 2d. each.
41d. and Sld. each.
*WILD LIFE STORY READERS.
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*Complete list of titles of the above and details of
other series of Readers will be sent on application.

MACMILLAN & CO. LTO.
St. Martin's Street, LONDON, W.C.2
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PHOTOGR 'A PHERS!
Photography is twice as interesting when you do your own
developing and printing. Kodak
aids are the very thing for amateurs-inexpensive, reliable and
extremely simple to use. Chemicals-Developing Tanks and
Dishes-Printing Papers-Timers
_ Thermometers - Scales Printing Frames - Film Clips Measures Masks Print
Paddles-all are included among
the

Kodak Developing
and Pl'inling Aids
Obtainable at the Kingsway Stores or
any Kodak Dealer's

Treatment of maloria with

'ATEBRIN'
is

short:
simple:
thorough:

only 5 days;

harmless:

'Atebrin' is free from injurious by-effects.
It can be administered even in blackwater

take 3 'Atebrin' tablets doily;
'Atebrin'guarantees 0 certain and complete
cure of 011 types of malaria. Relapses occur
much less frequently after 'Atebri n' therapy
than with any other antimalarial remedy .

fever and in pregnancy.

~D
THE

ET T 0 L'
TRADE MARK

MODERN

ANTISEPTIC

Consult your physician. He will tell you that in malaria there
i$

~athing

better than

DETTOL antiseptic is a safeguard
against the risk of germ infection.
Use 'Dettol' freely to kill the germs
that cause blood poisoning, etc., and
which may be present in even
the smallest scratch. 'Dettol'
is non-poisonous and nonstalll111g to skin or clothes
and has a pleasant smell.

I

'Atebrin' is also suitable tor
the prophylaxis of malaria.
{Only 2 tablets on 2 days of
Ihe week)

N.

@.;JITfBRIN'

v.HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ V / H

J. F. SICK CO.

LAGOS
Porto Novo Market Street, 13-15
Phone 216-P.O. Box 179
Branches at Port Harcourt and Calabar

I

•
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Stocked by Chemists and Druggists in all Leading towns
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WEST AFRICAN
NATURE STUDY
West African Science Teachers are re- '
minded that the sets of Apparatus and
Chemicals mentioned in the book by
Mr. A. J. Carpenter of Kings CoJlege,
Lagos, Nigeria, are obtainable from us
at the undermentioned prices-

YOUR. PROFITS ...
TOO OFTEN THEY'RE YOUR

PROBLEMS!
You are entitled to all your profits, but
you cannot be sure of them without an
absolutely leak-proof system of checking
cash. Everyone makes mistakes. Everyone is careless at times. Everyone has
moments of forgetfulness. Everyone is
liable to temptation.
A "National" Cash Register cuts out
these sources of loss, gives you an
absolutely reliable record of every
penny of your takings.
Retailers in
every hemisphere are protecting themselves agai nst loss with "Nationals."

SETS OF APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS FOR
WEST AFRICAN NATURE STUDY
Set
Set
Set
Set

A. Complete
B.
C.
D.

£3

£5

18
19

0
9

5 9
12

These totals include
all price changes to
date.

The efficiency and reliability of
National Accounting Machines have
gained for them the reputation of
being the most satisfactory machines
in the world for all mechanical
accounting.

4

PROMINENT "NATIONAL" USERS

The above prices include all bottles and containers for Chemicals, but do
not include packing and transit charges. The latter charg~s naturally. vary
according to destination but Science Teachers n:ay plac~ their or~ers with us
with complete confidence, as we are well acquainted with exporting ~r~ange
ments to West Africa; packing and carriage charges are kept at a minimum.

F. E. SECKER & CO.
W. &

PROPRI ETORS
J. GEORGE LTD.
17-29 HATTON WALL, LONDON, E.C.I
Manufacturers

Complete Laboratory Furnishers.

of Scientific Apparatus

H. M. Government Eastern Command • Post Office • National Physical Laboratory
Ministry of Health • Royal Air Force • P. W. D., Nigeria • United Africa Co., Ltd.
Supreme Court Pay Office • Royal Army Ordnance Depot • Shell Co. • Lever
Brothers Ltd . • Unilevers Ltd., and all the leading Banks.

CASH REGISTERS

•

ACCOUNTING MACHINES

NATIONAL CASH REG I STE R CO MPANY, L TO.
Office, Showroom, Workshop, 194 BROAD ST., LAGOS. P.O. BOX No. 533
TELEPHONE: LAGOS 375

NEXT DOOR TO THE B.B.W.A., LTD.
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MARMITE I

Parents temporarily resident abroad
may be glad to know of

mal{.es

Greenfield Cottage

Soup a meal
in itself!

TRUEFIT No. 830: A carefully balanced design
in brown calf and white suede, light and comfortable
in wear . . , .

TRUEFIT No. 409 : For those who prefer suede, a
London brogue, in medium shade reversed calf, on
a good full fitting last. ,..
~

TRUEFIT No. 642: Medium weight walking shoe,
distinctive but neat, in a good dark brown shade.
It has a "Panco" Rubber sole and heel.

BEAU GESTE No. 235: A hard-wearing shoe for
all informal occasions, of flexible willow calf with
sealed welts for additional protection.

KINGSWAY No. 20: Supple willow calf is the
teather used for this shoe a light, well-built, semibrogue. Available also in black box calf.

Country situation; line air; acre of
ground; own fruit and vegetables.
MODERATE TERMS

Enquiries to Miss Rice, as above

All Your British
NEWSPAPERS
ONE
ACCOUNT
MAl LED UNDER

Procurable from ail merchants tn
1 oz ., :.I oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and 16 oz. jars,
and in Cubes.

and "BEAU GESTE"
ski front sports shoe. carried out in genuine Martin
Grain Leather, with hard wearing rubber sole and heel

where Miss Rice (fully trained as a
children's nurse at Great Ormond
Street, and afterwards in charge of the
babies at the Heritage Craft Schools
Chailey) has opened a home for young
children (preferably not older than
five) where every care is given them in
their parents' absence.

DEFINITELY DOES YOU GO()D

JULIENNE SOUP

UTRU EFIT" ~"K IN G SWAY
TRUEFIT No. 455: A fine example 01 the popular

Malthouse Lane,
Hurstpierpoint, Sussex

A household budget is a big responsibility. But there's no skimping
to make ends meet if you know about,
and use, Marmite. Marmite is delicious, but Marmite is more than a
fiavour'ng. It is both an appetiser
and a concentrated food extract rich
in Vitamin B. With a little Marmite
and a few simple ingredients you can
make soups that are tasty, nourishmg
and of real health-giving value. Even
it you buy your soups ready made in
tins don't forget the Marmite. It
will add a lot to the nourishment and
next to nothing to the cost. Soup
made with Marmite always "goes
down" well.

" TRUEFIT,"
.. BEAU GESTE"
and" KINGSWAY"
Shoes are built to become old
friends, retaining both their
shape and character. Each pair
is made to a standard you
can rely upon, by skilled
and experienced workmen,
from the finest selected leathers.
See these shoes, handle them,
fit them: they will ensure your
lasting satisfaction and comfort.

25'·
16'9
25'·
21T·
14'9
12'6

range of men's footwear
offer unsurpassed value,
every taste and every
occasion being catered
for at prices from 12s. 6d.
to 25s. per pair. Call or
write for free illustrated
11 THE
catalogue -

WELL SHOD

I carrot. I stick of celery. t onion. I cabbage
lettuce. I leek. I ~ ozs. of butter. I small turnip.
I small dessertspoon/ul 0/ MARMITE.
3
pJnts of hot water.
Cut all the vegetables very finely to about
~qual lengths, put (hen! into a pan containIn~ butter over the fire, but do not brown.
Dlssolve the MARMITE in the hot water,
and add to vegetables, cooking until quite
tender, remove all scum. Add half a teaspoonful of sugar and other seasoning to
taste. Serve hot. A nice meal for four.

Let .W. H .. Smith & Son mail all your papers by
earliest malls under one account, saving you time,
trouble and expense. There is no need to wait
fo r a quotation of the rates of subscription. Just
order the p.ublications you want, enclosing a deposit.
and you Will be advised how many issues it covers.
SPECIMEN ANNUAL RATES (PREPAID)
(including postage to any part of the world)
Weekly Publications
£ s. d.
British Weekly...
......
13 6
Bystander .; .
..•
...
3 5 3
Daily Mail (Overseas Edition)
10 0
Illustrated London News
6 6
Sunday Times
...
...
17 4
Times (Weekly Edition) ...
I 5 0
West Africa
...
...
I 8 6
Ma¥azines
15 0
Argosy...
...
14 6
Pearson's Magazine
15 6
Woman's Magazine
Write for a free copy of W. H. 5mith & 50n's "Postal
Press Guide" giving rates for over 2000 publications.

MAN"

W.H.SMITH&SON
NEWSAGENTS : BOOKSELLERS : LIBRARIANS
STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
ADVERTISING AGENTS
69 STRAND HOUSE, PORTUGAL STREET
LONDON, W.C.:!, ENGLAND
1500 Branches throughout England and Wales
w. H. S MITH & SON, LTD.

KINGSWAY STORES
and all branches of THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY Ltd.
W.A. P.
Xl

x

A Comfortable English Home
for small children

'Delightful little books suitable for Juniors.
The arresting language and charming
illustrations will fascinate young readers/

COMPLETE STOCK OF

.SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

LONDON TEACHER

The 'RIVERSIDE' READERS
Paper Covers, 4d. net (Cloth, 6d. net) Size 7t" x 5"

t
3

t

.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I ,

Each 48 pages

35 Illustrations

LIST OF THE SERIES

~~~k~O:AB~~~SOE'

12. HEREWARD THE WAKE
13. PETER THE WHALER
14 DOG CRUSOE

HIAWATHA

~M~EA~1fHlj~~~~Rk~NfNIGHTS

t~: ~~l~~o't'MILY

ROBINS ON
TALES OF OLD ROME
LAST OF THE MOHICANS
.19. LORNA DOONE
.20. PETER SIMPLE
.21. THREE MIDSHIPMEN
• In preparation

BLACK BEAUTY
STORIES FROM SHAKESPEARE
CORAL ISLAND
TALES OF OLD GREECE
LEGENDS FROM THE NORSE
CHILDREN OF THE NEW FOREST

17

.IR:

A Specimen 'RIVERSIDE' READER is available post free to Educationists

PHILIP & TACEY LTD.
Teaching Aids and Educational Requisites

69 to 79 FULHAM HIGH STREET, LONDON, ENGLAND

The chemical laboratory of the Government College, lbadanl

[Apparatus and equipment by
Philip Harris f!!f Co., Ltd.

Apparatus and Equipment for use in

NATURE STUDY, BIOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY,
to conform to the latest text~book.

No Failures
No FuzZ
No Faults

Microscopes, Collecting Sets, Dissecting
Sets, Clinostats, Potometers, etc., etc.,

- but faithful snaps and fine
enlargements when you

"FOCUS"

on

hrame
Extra Fast

R0 L L FI L M

Selochrome has great speed and latitude,
and is anti-halation backed to prevent
"light spread." Sensitized to yellows and
greens it gives beautifully graded pictures
in true-to-nature monochrome.

ALL SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Philip Harris & CO., Ltd.

Obtainable from all good Photographic Dealers throughout Nigeria .

Scientific Instrument and Laboratory Specialists
Contractors to the Crown Agents for the Colonies, Colonial Governments, etc.

Edmund Street,

BIRMINGHAM,

ENGLAND

Made in
England by

ILFORD
ILFORD

Xli
XliI

L I M IT E D,
L 0 N DON.

-

MIGERIAM

RAILWAY
COMFORTABLE
TRAVEL
and

CHEAP
Photograph by W. H. Norris)

KADUNA

See
Africa
In Comfort!
Inclusive
ROUND TRIPS
by Rail and
Sea

FARES

1st Class3d. a mile
JOS

2nd ClassI !d. a mile

A HUNTER ON THE PLATEAU NEAR JOS
( Photograph by W. H. Norris)

PORT '
HARCOURT

3rd Class!d. a mile

SPECIAL CONCESSIONS TO TOURISTS
First Class:

£19 105. 2d.

Second Class:

£10 145. Sd.

REDUCED FARES FOR TWO PASSENGERS

Rates include Harbour Dues, Meals and Bedding on Trains, and Two Days'
Accommodation and Food at Guest House, Kano

XIV

HeC?dquarters Offices :

j. H. McEWEN,

Ebute Metta, NIGERIA
Telegrams :

u

General Mcmager.

Railways. Nigeria"
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Head Office:

ROYAL EXCHANGE,
LONDON,
E.C.3.
A.D. 1720.

Schools and Missions are invited to write for particulars of our special
offer to overseas.
From past experience and suggestions received, a combined outfit
has been assembled, including:A Filmslide Projector for use on 12 or 6 volt
car or truck battery. Ten specially prepared
film strips containing pictures selected for their
wide general utility with printed lists of subjects.

Inclusive price £6 6 0 post free

VISUAL INFORMATION SERVICE
The Original British Filmslide producers,

168a BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.l1

No. 31 Marina, Lagos

The New Offices of the
West African Branch

They make cycling easier
more enjoyable and
troub1p.-free.

of the

ROYAL ~XCHANGE
ASSU RANCE

The B.W. range includes Freewheels'
Bottom Bracket
Axles' Hubs' Cups'
Freewheel Hubs'
Chains' Sprockets.
Write for the B.W. Cata·
logue to:

Lagos Branch Office:

Bayliss,Wiley& Co. Ltd.
Tyseley, Birmingham',
England.

Gold Coast Office: P.O. Box 50. corner of Horse and

Longleys

P.O. Box 112.

Tel. 231

(Manager. W. Golding)

Pagan Roads. Accra.
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Why

you should always
depend on BOYRIL

There are sound reasons why BOVRIL has, for over
50 years, maintained its reputation as the standby of
all who need extra strength and energy. Those who
turn to BOVRIL in health or sickness can be certain
to reap benefit, because111

BOVRIL NOURISHES.

You are sure of being nourished if you take Bovril.

MIGERIA
A quarterly magazine for everyone interested in the
progress of the country. Compiled by the Education
Department, Lagos, in collaboration with Private
Contributors and all Government Departments
Edited by E. H. Duckworth. Inspector
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so helps other foods to nourish you too.

Editorial

Page
99

Masks ...

100

BOVRIL INVIGORATES you speedily and effectively.

BOVRIL DELIGHTS everyone. young and old alike,
with its appetising flavour.

BOVRIL REPLENISHES the strength and energy which
the daily wear and tear of modern life takes out of
you. That is why Eovril should be taken daily.

BOVRIL PROTECTS you from colds and chills by
maintaining a high standard of health-the surest
way to combat the dangers of infection.

BOVRIL RESTORES invalids to health by assisting
enfeebled digestion to take the necessary nourishment. By this means it shortens convalescence and
lessens the risk of relapse.

BOVRIL
prevents that sinking feeling
xviii

Price 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

BOVRIL STIMULATES your powers of digestion and

when you are" feeling down." As you sip a cup of
hot Bovril you feel strength flowing into you.
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A maternity welfare worker at lfe. Many. young women are n~w
entering this interesting profession and rendermg most valuable servIce
to their country.
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HERE are several things we want to bring to your notice.
Let us start with our cover. We try to have a different cover
for every quarterly issue and this time asked Mr. Donald Friend to
design a cover. Mr. Friend is a young Australian artist who has come to
this country to study Nigerian art. We think our readers will agree that
he has reflected a feeling of strength and dignity and managed to capture
something of the mystery and fascination of West African art.
Many of our readers are interested in the preservation of our old treasures
and the provision of museums. We are happy to report that there is a
possibility of obtaining financial help from a certain outside source for the
founding of a National Museum. If this help is forthcoming, we have
little doubt that the Government of Nigeria, the big trading firms and
many private individuals will contribute their quota. We have already
drawn attention to the deplorable lack of care for the magnificent bronze
and terra-cotta heads of Ife. Detailed photographs of some of these heads
have been examined by experts in England and the general opinion of these
experts is that the heads are absolutely first-class works of art, equal to some
of the best Greek sculpture and deserving of every possible care.
It came as a great shock to many people when they learnt that the
authorities at Ife recently permitted the sale of two heads of immense value
to an American collector and others to a German trader.
His .Excellency the Governor has now passed an Order in Council
prohibiting the export of Nigerian antiquities except with his written permission, and it is to be hoped that the Ife Native Administration will now
do everything in their power to see that their remaining treasures are safeguarded and housed in a proper building provided with glass cases. This
is a duty they owe to the Yoruba people and to the rising generation.
In this issue we print accounts of recent finds of old stone sculptures
apparently very closely related to the Esie figures. A few months ago,
Awka in Onitsha Province was the scene of another discovery, this time of
bronze bowls and other metal objects covered with complex decoration.
We sincerely hope that the things found at Awka will not go out of
the country but will, in due course, find a home in a local or a National
Museum here in Nigeria. In such a museum, old work could be preserved
and good contemporary works of art could be exhibited to keep alive, set
standards for and develop the artistic culture of our people. Through the
medium of a National Museum it would be possible to arrange travelling
loan exhibitions connected with nature study, minerals and other things.
In No. 16 of Nigeria we drew attention to the need for an arts and
crafts sale centre. This need is widely recognised and a Committee has
been formed to consider ways and means of providing it. The Committee
is fortunate in securing as members such well-wishers as the Chief Secretary
to the Government of Nigeria and the Director of Education.
In a previous Editorial we deplored the unregulated growth of ugly
wayside advertising and have recently made enquiries regarding the cigarette
advertisement signs that are springing up like mushrooms along the cut
grass edges of the roads~edges that are kept clear of bush and maintained
at public expense. The advertisements, we learn, are erected without
authority from the Public Works Department.
It is difficult to understand why wealthy cigarette firms should be allowed
to spoil the beauty of our roads and villages, but in any case-Why smoke ?
Why waste money on cigarettes? Why become a slave to a habit? Why
not buy-well! consult our advertisement pages for value for money, and
don't forget an extra copy of N igeria for a friend . If every reader would
find another purchaser, we could introduce many improvements.
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An Efik craftsman-Etim Bussey Ekpeyong, of Old Town,
Calabar, a skilled carver of masks.
(Photograph by R. O. Scott)

MASKS
By

DONALD FRIEND

M

ASKS are used in all known countries under the sun-from the
most primitive newly-discovered tribes in New Guinea to the
peoples of present-day Europe.
The use of masks has been intimately related to magic, religion and
drama since early times; in modern India, as in China, Japan and Java they
are essential to actors and dancers in the theatre, as they were in Greece
in the days of Athens' glory. In ancient America the Aztec and Inca
priests wore masks in the great temples.
It is fairly easy to trace the logical connection between religion, masks
and theatres. In the first place, the primitive theatre had its genesis in
religious ceremonies; acting began in the form of formalised dances depicting important events-such can be plainly seen in the corroborees of the
Australian aborigines or in Ibo dances such as "the Horses of Nzeanzo"
which commemorate the deeds of divine heroes.* Secondly, there is a
general reaction against the sight of a man playing the part of a god, which
is shown in modern times by the English theatre laws that forbid the Deity
being represented on the stage.
In order to get over this prejudice, masks are introduced. A masked
man appears to be superhuman and "bigger than life." In fact, so completely is he identified with the mask that the audience no longer thinks
of him as a man. Thus the masks of primitive races represent not men,
but supernatural beings.

* See

Nigeria, No. 16, p. Z7 1.
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A very fine example of a Nigerian dancing mask. The mask
is about z ft . long and carved from a single piece of wood,
brightly coloured. Note the moon-shaped eye openings for
the wearer. They are just below the bulging eyes.
Can any reader send us the name and address of the carver
of this mask?
Its origin is uncertain, but the general design
suggests that it comes from the Calabar Province.
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In Europe to this day there are annual festivals-such as Guy Fawkes'
Day in England-when masquerading is still the custom, whilst in Africa
masquerading is almost an everyday sight.
Often we find that in the course of time a masquerade has lost its
original religious meaning- especially in Europe, where such festivals are
sometimes relics of pagan days; but here in Nigeria the mask is still closely
connected with religion.
Many masks' cannot be procured for love or money because of their
juju associations, and are only worn by the cult initiates. These are usually
kept in shrines, and if you can persuade their owners to show them, you
will often observe they exhibit traces of blood and feathers that tell plainly
that they receive sacrifice.
To this type belong the large painted corkwood masks r saw in Ikerre,
near Ado Ekiti. They were carved in the shape of a human head which
fitted over that of the wearer; ' mounted on top of this was a full figure
of some deity called variously Alamolu (belonging to Chief Ademo), Ogun
(in Chief Elemo's house), Ekpa (Chief
Sapetu of Ekukere) and various others.
These all have their annual "Christmasses"
with great show of processions and
dancing; the head of the house acts as
custodian and priest.
In Lagos, we are all familiar with the
gelede masqueraders who appear on all
important occasions-with their heads enclosed in strange wooden faces, sometimes
topped with little carved boats full of
people and such little things; most of
them are beautifully carved.
In almost any part of Yorubaland one
can see the masked Egunguns-the rest of
their bodies swathed in dark cloth and
palm fronds. They are quite terrifying
with their frenzied dancing and shrill
ghostly cries. One of the accompanying
illustrations shows a fine mask from
Meckor, Abeokuta Province. The carve I"
is a craftsman of great skill. Note the
stance of the hunter, with his air of alertness, ready to shoot in a moment, and
note the poise of his head. The elephant,
perhaps, is not anatomically correct, but
who could wish for that? Sufficient that
it is an interesting beast that in its gesture
shows all the independence of the jungle.
This, like so many Yoruba masks, is
brightly, though harmoniously coloured;
it is in red, green, yellow, blue, black
and white .
The Ibos are also versed in this craft
- -some say more so than the Yorubas.
In No. 16 of Nigeria (page 315) two photoAn Elekpa ritual mask from
graphs appeared showing masks, one with
Ikerre . This is made of very
movable jaws. A well-known type from
light wood and painted and of
Ibo country represents the ghosts of girls
a type that is becoming very
rare nowadays. It belongs to
ap.d boys (these are called agbogo); also
Chief Asawo of Ikerre.
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A Yoruba Mask from the Ilesha district.
(Height: about 22 inches.)

in most of the Ibo ceremonies and initiations masks play an important part.
From the Congo come superb examples in beaten brass as well as in
Perhaps these, and Ivory and Gold Coast examples are best known
m EkurobPe through the museums, though for my own part I 'admire Nigerian
wor a ove all.

~ood.

. 1
h
Also worthy of note are those representing f t' h
elephant, crocodiles and fish.
e IS antma s, suc as
d Old specimens are fairly rare because they are allowed to rot away
an 0 ten exp~sed to the :veather and attacks of white ants- the sad fate
?f s~ man~ Afncan masterpieces: This is a great pity, but has one advantage
m t at t e'j are c~nstantly bemg replaced by new ones; this keeps the
crafts.man m practice, and as far as I can judge the desi ns have not
detenorated except when influenced by civilisation.
g
~a~k-~aktng in Nigeri~, as i~ most places on the West Coast, is almost
a era t m Itsel. The medIUm gives full rein to the carver's imagination
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ART AND CRAFT WORK IN THE
CITY OF BENIN
By

CHIEF JACOB

U.

EGHAREVBA (THE OBAKHAVBAYE)

Author of "A Short History of Benin"

(C.M.S. Bookshop)

A fine mask by a Yoruba carver living at Meckor, Abeokuta
Province. This is the example referred to by the author on
page 102 and shows the hunter and the elephant on corresponding platforms projecting from each side of the head-puce.
"Note the stance of the hunter with his air of alertness . . .
and note the poise of his head. The elephant, perhaps, is not
anatomically correct, but who could wish for that ?"

and the results are often fantastic creations of really great technical skill ;
the whole pantheon of his gods provides him with subject matter, and if
that is not enough he has the events of the day to be commemorated in his
mask. Over centuries of experience the craft has acquired many traditions
of technique, and the carver of to-day is probably following rules laid down
ages ago.

,

Three old bronze daggers of Benin workmanship.

T reign of Oba Oguola.

H~ making of works of art. in brass at Benin originated during the
Iguelgha, the first brass-smith, who was sent
from He, was a very clever artist, and left many useful designs for
.
his s~ccessors at his death. He was, in consequence, deified and is
worshipped by the brass-smiths to this day at Idunmwu Igun Eroumwo.
Brass works of art have ever since been cast for the preservation of records
of events. The art reached a high pitch of repute and received impetus
at the advent of the Portuguese about the' year 1.472, and various figures
of Europeans were cast; it still flourishes.
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Most of the fine brass works were unfortunately taken away by the
British troops during the punitive expedition of 1897. The ancient works
were far finer than the modern ones. For instance, when Mr. H. V.
Meyerowitz, the Arts and Crafts Master of Achimota College, Accra,
Gold Coast, asked one of the brass-smiths why the modern brass works
are not as well finished as the ancient ones, he replied that it was due to
hurried work, just to finish the works in time to sell them and buy food
or provisions with the money to save the workers from starvation.
Mr. Meyerowitz then smilingly said, "It is so in Europe nowadays; many
works are done hurriedly through financial necessity and consequently are
not done well and are not lasting."
1 advise our brass-smiths very strongly to do their work with all
patience. "A thing done in a hurry, is not well done" says the proverb.
Patience or diligence is the mother of good-luck, and it also overcomes
difficulties. By patience exercised over a long period the works may be
done in attractive designs, and the more may be the final value. Excellent
fragments of the ancient brass works of art are still to be found in the
house of Iwebo-the Royal Palace, Benin City. Anyone who wishes to
purchase examples of Benin brass work from the Art School for decorative
purposes should apply to the District Officer, Benin Division, Benin City.
Some excellent ones are also to be obtained from the brass-smiths at
Idunmwu Igun-Eronmwo (the brass-smiths' quarters), Benin City. I pray
for the revival of the modern works on the high standard of the ancient
ones, and that some of the valuable ancient ones taken away by the British
troops during the punitive expedition of 1897 may be returned to the
proposed Benin Museum in order to stimulate improved design and
execution in the modern products.
Carving in wood or ivory was one of the methods of recording the
features of the Obas, Chiefs and other notable people of Benin in days of
yore. This art was established by Oba Ewuare the Great, who reigned
from A.D. 1440 , during the close of which period the first European,
Ruy de Sequeira, made his visit to Benin City in 147 2 . Eghoghomaghan
was the first carver, and his successors owed much to his designs.
This is how brass casting is carried out at Benin City ; 1.
A mould is made with clean mud (akpa) to the shape required.
2.
The mould, after having been thoroughly dried in the sun, is
covered with bees-wax, to which patterns and designs are then applied.
3. Mud is spread over the wax, and a round hole is made in which
another long piece of wax is placed (oko) according to the size required.
4. Any crack in the mud is plastered over so that the molten brass
which is to be poured into the hole cannot escape.
S. The mould is bound with strap iron and covered again with mud .
6. The bees-wax is melted by placing the mould near the fire-side.
7. The mould is put into a big fire of slow-burning wood for some
hours.
8.
9.

Brass is then melted in a small clay pot.
A hol.e is dug in the ground into which the mould is placed.
10 .
The molten brass is poured quickly but carefully into the hole
in the mould until it covers the inner mould all over.
I!.
After it is cold the outer mud is broken off and the brass 1S
cleaned with a chisel, file and sandpaper.
12 .
Further designs are then made on the brass with a knife.
13 . It is finally washed with water, sand and lime.
The tool used for covering the inner mould with wax is either a bone
knife or a wooden one; the bone knife is better. Tongs (emu) are used
for taking the clay pot from the fire for casting.
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A.

The illustration. show.s (F~gures. A and B) the stone figures recently found
at .Ofaro, descrzked tn t~xs. ar~xcl~. Figure C is a head from one of the
Jj:sxf. sto~es, showtng the stmdarzty tn style. Note the curious and individual
sty.zxsatwn of. ~h~ ears and the incised line for the eyebrows. In determxmnf1. the orzgtn of the Jj:SXf carvings it would be well to pay special
attentwn to the tribal marks !ncised o,!- the heads. No doubt some of our
experts could place .them easdy by thxs method. Figure C, for instance,
has faCtal marks that were used previously in Ekiti.

STONE SCULPTURE IN NIGERIA
NOTE.-In No. 8 and in No. 14 issues of this magazine we printed articles
on t~e stone figures ?f esi~ in Ilorin Province. The following articles
descnbe recent finds zn two new areas.-EDITOR.

I.

Stone Figures at Ofaro
By F.

DE

F.

DANIEL

Resident, Ilorin Province

T

HE village of Ofaro. is pic~uresquely situated in a valley of the Oke
Oyan range about nme m1les south-east of Ora and about 20 miles
. ~~rth~e~st of 1;:sity. The Village Head bears the title of Olu and is
of Ek1t1 ongm, but the people of the village are Igbominas who claim to
have come originally from old Oyo.
. Under an overhanging ledge of rock, about half-a-mile west of the
v1llage, are two stone figures,. representing a man and a woman. They
are of the same type a~d matenal as the figures at 1;:sity, described in Nigeria,
No. 14, but are pract1cally undamaged. The villagers first stated that the
figures were found in situ by their ancestors when they came to Ofaro many
years ago.
Subseq.uent enquiry, however, elicited the fact that the Bale of Ofaro
be~rs. the tt.tle of. Elesie and. is a kinsman of the Elesie, Village Head of
1;:Slty m Ilorm Em1rate. He mformed me that his grandfather came originallY.from 1;:sity, and. it was h~ ~ho first. revealed the figures to the local inhab1tants. In the hght of th1S mformatlOn there can I think be little doubt
that the figures came originally from 1;:sity. They h~ve been' sheltered from
the weather ~y the ove~hanging rock and are now further protected by a
grass ro?f ?U1it by.the v1llagers. They ~re in charge of an Aworo or priest
a~d pen?d1cal sacnfices are made m the1r honour, but as at 1;:sity, the Elesie
h1mself 1S not allowed to view them.
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Other objects of interest at Ofaro are:
(i) Two wooden juju figures (a man and a woman) of the same type as
those found in many towns of the Ekiti Ilorin border.
(ii) Three specimens of the Osanyan or Tsafin Bokaye. Specimen A
consists of an iron rod surmounted by a bird with spread wings.
Below the bird is a ring supporting 16 smaller birds of similar design.
Specimens Band C were much smaller and more dilapidated.
Mr. J. D. Clarke informs me that Osanyan is the patron spirit of native
medicine; his priests are known as Onisegun ("He who makes medicine")
or Babalawo. His emblem is a bird on an iron stick. He has only one
leg and hops along with the aid of a stick. There is a close connection
between Osanyan and Ha, god of divination, and it seems probable that
the Babalawo-Ha (the interpreters of Ha) were the first doctors of the
Yoruba. Then one particular Babalawo-Ha, a one-legged man called
Osanyan, acquired renown as a doctor and, in course of time, was deified.
His disciples are still Babalawo but not Babalawo-Ha.

11.

Carved Stones at Effon
By

DONALD FRIEND

E

FFON ALA lYE is a small town in Ekiti Division-it is surrounded
by the grand hills that dominate the province. The present site of
the town is modern, but high up in the hills the ruins of the ancient
town can still be seen, after a long and tiring climb. There are a few
hundred people who still live there, loth to leave their mountain fastness
that in former times protected them from raiding Ibadans and Ikerres.
In the modern town, the things of interest are to be found mostly in
the Alaiye's palace-fine carved doors and pillars of the pronounced Ekiti
style. On the mountain above the town are some farms and three or four
farmhouses in a sort of remote little community of their own, which owns·
a small shrine to some "stones that speak." These stones are little
obelisks about a foot high, set in groups of three on small mounds. There
are five such groups in all.
The centre stone in one of these groups is carved as a human head
with the tall cone-like coiffure that appears on Yoruban woodcarvings
of women.
I was not able to elicit any information about them except that they
"speak" at the time of their Festival. They are evidently locally made
(the stone is of the type found on the mountain) and of considerable
antiquity.
The work is by no means so fine as that of J::si y, but I feel sure that
others exist in the neighbourhood that would well reward search.
Effon boasts two very fine woodcarvers-Chiefs Ajulemo and Ele;>ogan
-also a fine resthouse with a superb view, and an agreeable climate.
I was told by a native of Ikerre (near Ado-Ekiti) that some time ago
-it cannot have been more than twenty years-Chief Sapetu of that
town had a number of stone figures of men and women, with high headdresses. They were kept in an E;>u shrine and sacrifices were made to
them . They were smashed to pieces by ardent Christians so that to-day
even fragments of them cannot be found.
Coincidences such as this, coupled with the Ekiti tribal marks on
some of the J::si y figures, should not be overlooked in the unravelling of
the mystery of the origin of these sculptures.
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ANCIENT POTTERY FROM OLD OYO

Portions of pottery dug up at Old Oyo by Mr. J. D. Clarke. Old
Oyo was sacked and abandoned Just over a hundred years ago, so
these pieces of pot must be at least a century old. A careful,
scientifically-conducted examination of the site of this old town
would no doubt yield most valuable information regarding the
early civilisation of the Yoruba people and help to solve the many
problems connected with the antiquities of lfe and esif·

An old pot at least 100 years old excavated by Mr. J. D. Clarke
on the site of Old Oyo .. The POt contained a remarkable
collection of sea shells, large and small.
10 9

TWO KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL-

-AND TWO TYPES OF MODERN BUILDING

Left: Making bricks
in a mould at Ife.
The bricks are later
.fired in a kiln.

Below: Preparing
mud balls for hut
building on Jebba
Island. The mud has
been well trampled by
foot and mixed with
dry chopped grass to
give
it
additional
strength.

Building a house at Ibadan from mud blocks cast in a mould. This method
gives a very neat form of construction. The walls wtll be made smooth and
weatherproof with a cement coating. In the foregr.0und are a number of blocks
set out to dry in the sun. An unexpected storm cam.e and many of them were
badly injured by the heavy ram.

A fine brick and cement house under construction by an Africa~ contracto~ to
the order of the Oni of Ife. Building contracting and the professIOn of archztect
are two occupations offering great scope for Africans, but at present mu.ch
neglected. A building . contractor should have a good command of !£nglzsh
and possess a sound knowledge of building construction, drawing, estimatmg and
business methods.

3

III

A MACHINE FOR
SHAVING CANE FOR BASKETWORK
Made by

MR. ADEKOGBE

St . Augustine's School, Abeokuta

A

BLOCK of wood (B) 3 ins. x I t ins. X 'Il ins. is screwed on to a small
table. Hinged to this is a flap of wood (A). On either side of
block (B) are screwed supports (C) 3 ins. x I in. x zt ins. high. A
sharp blade is screwed down firmly to these supports, An adjustable iron

HI

ADJUSTING
SCREW

SECTION

?

SCI/LE OF INCHES

,,!

i

If!!!

If

guide is fixed to the flap (A). with a wing nut. The raw cane is passed
through the guide and under the blade till it can be gripped and pulled.
A bolt passing through block (B) bears on an iron socket screwed to the
underside of flap (A), when this is tightened it presses the cane against the

HINGE

VIEW

FROM

ABOVE

blade so that when the cane is pulled the blade removes a shaving. When
one side has been shaved flat the cane is put in again the other way up.
By tightening or loosening the adjusting screw the cane can be shaved to
any desired thickness. This produces flat strips. For round canes the
cane is pulled through a series of dies of varying sizes made by a local blacksmith. Canes prepared this way are better than those bought from a shop.
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A Yoruba drummer from Shagamu. He made his own drum-a very fine
specimen. The drum skins are tensioned by twisted leather cords. If the
drum be squeezed between arm and body the 'tensioning effect of the cord is
increased and the note of the drum can be made to rise and fall,
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THE AMERICAN ACTIVITY" PROGRAM"
ByW. E.

HOLT

Superintendent of Education

[Mr. Halt paid a special visit to America to make a study of educational
methods.-EDITOR.]
THE AIMS OF EDUCATION.

W

persons gifted spiritually. In all cases we learn by our own activity, most
easily when we love that activity.
THE ACTIVITY "PROGRAM"

OR UNIT PROJECT METHOD . .

The Activity "Program" is a method of education in which children
choose or accept some project which appeals to them. One project or
"unit" may occupy them for one or two hours a day for one or two months.
Each project involves activities such as adults engage in, on a smaller scale.
The projects and activities are not determined by the teacher alone, but
arise out of his conversations with the children after he has become friendly

H AT aims guide an Elementary School teacher when he prepares
his Schemes of Work for a coming term ?
Most of us would agree that the real aim of all those engaged
in education is to develop in the children certain abilities, such as ability
to read ; to speak ; to write; to use numbers; to use hand and eye, and
many other abilities which are needed in modern adult life. We also set
out to give them certain kinds of understanding, sucP. as an understanding
of the lives of plants and animals ; an understanding of the duties of citizens,
and so on. F inally-and most important- we aim at developing in the
children certain attitudes, such as the attitude of respect and love for others ;
the attitude of love of Nature; hatred of uncleanliness and so on, most of
which attitudes come from religious life, knowledge of Nature and the
influence of people we respect.
THE FORMAL LESSON METHOD .

Having thus got our list of aims, we then say to ourselves: "These
are the subjects to be taught : let uS allot so many periods a week to this
ability, so many to that ability, a period to this understanding, a period for
that, and some periods for the development of these attitudes." So we
arrive at the familiar Scheme of Work and time-table filled with subjects.
Then our teaching starts, and methodically we work through a scheme of
lessons in each subject, giving Formal Lessons.
CRITICISMS OF THE METHOD.

We know what happens in some subjects in the method described
above. The teacher finds himself pretty well bound to follow the logical
order of lessons in his scheme, and, say, in the second week of the second
term, he will give a lesson on the Royal Niger Company, or the food of the
locality, .or some such fixed topic. Most teachers will admit that one week
after such a lesson, even one day after a lesson, many pupils of elementary
school age will have forgotten almost everything they learned in it. Why?
Simply because they were not interested. It was the teacher's topic, not
theirs. It was not related to anything of interest in their lives, there was
nothing they wanted to do about the Niger Company, nor about the food
of the locality. Of course, a brilliant teacher might get everyone's attention
but it is difficult to interest all the children all the time in fixed topics.
So it is that the teacher repeats and repeats his lessons, trying to fix by
repetition what should have heen fixed by spontaneous interest of the
children. Then arises the great danger that this arid repetition will arouse
disgust in the pupil for that topic, disgust for that subject. Then also
arise complaints from teachers of overcrowded curricula.
A second criticism of the method of predetermined fixed lessons is
that they do not prepare the child for self-education when he grows up.
In actual life most of us learn by engaging in voluntary activities of various
kinds: if we want to develop an ability we practise it; if we want knowledge
of something we investigate it actively or in books, and we develop attitudes
by engaging in private thought or social activities or by inspiration from
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A bicycle with a 21 in. frame of the Sports Light Roadster type
is very useful for journeys along bush paths and rough roads. The
low build enables the cyclist to put his feet on the ground without dismounting. This type of cycle with a low-built frame is very
popular in England, where it has displaced the high frame type
that is sti1i commonly sold in Nigeria.

with them. As a project or "unit" proceeds it gradually becomes possible
to draw up a "program" of activities which the unit will involve. Some
of these activities will improve the children's abilities in reading, some in
number, and some will give them the understandings and attitudes which
the teacher is all the time aiming at.
An example will make the method clearer. A teacher wished to begin
an Activity "Program." One morning he said to his class, Elementary I,
"I have something to show you. Follow me." He took them to a room
well furnished and decorated with pictures and flowers and said, "Do you
like this room?" "Yes!" was the reply. "\Vhat do you like in it?"
"The pictures," said one child. "The flowers," said another. "Would
you like to make your room beautiful?" ·"Yes."· "What shall we do ?"
"Make pictures," "Bring flowers," said the children.
lIS

Thus the Activity "Program" starts. This particular "Program" or unit
might well be called, "Beautifying the Classroom and Home." The
experienced reader can guess what follows next. The children draw or
paint pictures on loose sheets of paper, write descriptive sentences under
them, frame them in the handicraft room, hang them up neatly, write to the
manager for seeds, plant seeds or seedlings in tins or beds, watch them
come up, make simple furniture for the room. The teacher may then be
successful in widening the field of interest of the children from the classroom to a house in the locality. Or a model of a house may be made. The
decoration and improvement of a house will call for greater abilities and
knowledge- for example, ability to use a rule in measurement, to calculate
the amounts of materials required and so on.
It can be seen that in working through this unit the children will practise abilities in reading, writing, drawing, handicraft, and to a small extent
in arithmetic ; they will get an understanding of the growth of certain
plants, of the way to plan a house. Most important, if wisely guided by
the teacher, they will gain correct attitudes towards each other in group
work and confidence in their ability to do things. The teacher must have
in view his aims throughout the unit, and be aware of all the abilities and
understandings and attitudes he wishes to develop. U nits can be made
out of all sorts of subjects which happen to catch the children's fancy, for
example bicycles and lorries (bringing knowledge of marketing, commerce,
traffic rules, as well as all the usual abilities); fishing (correlations with
canoes, fish, curing, etc.); hunting (animals of the forest, etc.). Excursions
play a great part in all units, and also the Handicraft Room, and Libraries
in schools lucky enough to have big ones with books full of simple reading
matter and illustrations on a large variety of topics of everyday life.
In many schools of America, where the Unit Project method has been
developed, units such as the above take the place of formal history and
geography, Nature study and hygiene, drawing and writing and handicraft
lessons. They do not, however, replace language and arithmetic lessons.
The abilities to speak, read, write and use processes of arithmetic need
special practice and methodical development. These particular abilities
retain their own lessons, though the subject matter, reading, for instance,
is correlated with units when possible. And, of course, the abilities get
further practice in the units. So a typical school day would contain some
hours devoted to language and arithmetic, and some hours given to the
u nits of the Activity "Program." I n America the activities relate to different
phases of the environment in successive classes. The activities of Class I
of the Elementary School centre round the home and school, of Class 2
round the community life, of Class 3 round transport and communication,
and so on. In each case, however, the starting point of a unit has to be
something in which the pupils express an interest.
It will be noticed that in this method there is diversity of activity but
unity of aim. The child engages in writing, reading, drawing, handwork,
and so on but all the time he is working towards one aim, such as beautifying
the home . H e has an aim which directs him even in the absence of the
teacher. This is very different from the Formal Lesson Method where a
different aim has to be aroused for each lesson, an aim determined by the
teacher. This diversity of aims is too much, the children do not accept
them, but replace them by the aim of pleasing the teacher or of passing
the examination. We can see that initiative and power of self-education
is likely to be aroused in our pupils by the Activity "Program" method.
(Reference: Dewey.

The School and the Child.
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A Fluted Pumpkin (Telfairea occidentalis) grown at Shagamu.
This pumpkin is often cultivated by the Ibos, Ibibios and Ejiks but is
seldom seen on Yorubafarms. The large seeds are rich in oil and very
nutritious after boiling or roasting. Plants of this pumpkin have been
grown with much success in the sqndy soil of Lagos and have . even
climbed to the top of a tall casuarzna tree. After the removal of the
seeds, the Iba people often put the holloz:;ed-out frui~ in the bush to
serve as bait for the large edIble land snazls.

A Special Basket
in which to Grow
Plants .
When the time comes to
transfer the plant to an
open bed . or a tub, the
whole basket, complete
with soil, can be put in
the ground and there is
no need to disturb the
roots of the growing plant.
The plant shown is a
coleus, a decorative foliage
plant. Young trees and
shrubs grown in such
baskets suffer no set-back
when planted out. The
basket material soon rots
in the ground.

TRAVEL IN ONDO PROVINCE

I

By

MAJOR

J. W ANN

N this account of On do Province, the writer has considered it desirable
to deal principally with the possibilities open to visitors wishing to see
parts of the world rarely visited, and to observe for themselves how a
Protectorate is administered. Such a visit cannot be personally conducted,
but they will find us very amenable and only too pleased to assist and
perhaps instruct.
Ondo Province, in the Southern Provinces of Nigeria, stretches from
the sea to the Northern Provinces boundary and thus provides not only
variety of peoples but of scenery and interest. The roads are good and
with little fatigue a traveller can leave Lagos in the morning and arrive at
Akure (240 miles), the headquarters of the Province, in time for a bath and
an evening meal. He can then proceed to the Northern Provinces on good
all-weather roads through Ilorin or to the Eastern Provinces through Benin,
crossing the Niger at Asaba by ferry, or up to Lokoja at the junction of the
Rivers Niger and Benue. A European will find accommodation difficult
unless he or she has the necessary camp equipment and servants. If so
provided, telegraphic advice to the District Officer will invariably obtain
the convenience of wayside Rest Houses, some of which are sited in
particularly lovely surroundings.
Visitors to On do Province should not fail to visit Idanre, with its 3,100
feet of solid rock towering above the countryside; Ikare and Oka nestling
amongst the northern hills, and Akure with its equable temperature, probably
the finest location for a European Reservation in Nigeria. His Excellency
the Governor puts J os first, with Akure second, but the writer has not yet
been to Jos.
To descend from the hills, however, a short description of what is
termed the Waterside District may be of interest. The Divisional Headquarters are situated at Okitipupa. The name Okitipupa is derived from
the red hill that rises out of the swamp. Those interested in primreval
swamp and canoe travelling would do well to visit Okitipupa. It is an odd
70 miles by car from Akure, which is centrally situated in the Province,
followed by an hour and a half by launch or maybe a little longer by canoe.
There are few roads and those that do exist are only cycle paths and one's
method of progress is by launch or canoe. Both methods are novel to a
visitor and should be tried. The creeks occasionally open up into large
lagoons, a pleasing sight after narrow sudd-choked channels. A warning
note must be struck here. The clear water of the Victoria beach and the
Lighthouse bathing beaches in Lagos and the similar on~ at Lekki in the
Epe Division of the Colony must be forgotten. The rollers that wash the
southern limits of Ondo Province are brown coloured and the beach is a
fretid stretch of mud. It is a curious fact that, in the scramble for Africa,
treaties were made both by Queen Victoria and the Kaiser to obtain a footing
in these dismal and depressing spots. These treaties make curious reading
now, the bargains made for the abolition of slavery usually being paid in gin!
The Waterside people are a mixture of many peoples, Ijaws, Sobos,
Ikales, Binis, Ilajes, etc., each bent on his own natural pursuit-fishing,
farming, kernel collecting, etc. They are desperately poor but enjoy life,
are delighted to see strangers, and will invariably come to one's assistance
when stranded or upset.
We will now transport ourselves in imagination from the swamps of
Mahin to the heights of Ado-Ekiti, an interesting Division composed of
17 Districts under 17 Obas or petty kings who had in pre-Government days
banded themselves together into a confederation for mutual protection
against invaders intent on conquest and the proceeds of the slave market.

lIS

A Mother of Ondo Province.

This Confederation or Parapo, as it was termed, was found to exist when
Government first advanced into the interior to suppress the sla:,e trade .and
inter-tribal warfare; it continues to this day. The country IS beautiful,
with abundant produce, including live st?ck .and palm ~rees . Good roads
exist practically everywhere, the scenery IS difficult to nval, and as yet the
people are unspoilt by outside influen.ces. Ther~ are numerous Rest Houses
and plenty of opportunities for shootmg and fishu:g. The .people are clever,
virile and after their "backwood" days, are rapidly commg to the fore.
Owo Division, which lies to the east of the Province and als~ abuts on
the Northern Provinces boundary, is perhaps one of the most plctu~esque
parts of Nigeria. Rolling hills, well-wooded in many parts, and ma&m~cent
views of surrounding country are general. The people are auster~, ~I.gmfied,
and with perfect manners. It is a pleasure to tour the Owo DIVISIOn and
the roads are good, undulating, and hig~ly ~pectacular .. Ikare and Oka
should be visited. Idanre, the highest pomt m the Provmce, can be seen
.
from the Oka Rest House, a distance of nearly 60 miles..
The remaining Division, Ondo, from :vhich t~e Provmce gets ItS name,
is, with the exception of Idanre, not very mtereStl.n g to the traveller un~ess,
perhaps, he is commercially inclined. Cocoa growu:lg has beeI?- comm.erclally
a great benefit to the Division, but it is fo~tunate m not havmg .all ItS eggs
in one basket. The present cocoa depreSSIOn has turned the . mmds of the
Ondo citizens to its other possessions, namely, its forests. \ylth ~he .exception, perhaps, of Benin, Ondo Division has the finest forest m ~Igena, and
this is being economically exploited by European firms and by Afncan~ under
the supervision of the Forestry Depart~ent. The co~oa boom m past
years, which put enormous sums of money mto hands which we~e not .ready,
has to some extent commercialised the people, and the get-nch-qUlck-atany-cost methods do not end~ar the Ondo to his brother Afr.icans. Ond~
itself is a progressive town With ~ver ~o Eur?peans enga~ed m commerce ,
its educated Africans are closely Identified -With progressive movements of
L agos.
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ART AND HANDICRAFT IN THE
METHODIST BOYS' HIGH SCHOOL, ORON
(Formerly known as The Oron Institute)

By A.

J.

U.

EMA

African Art Master

T

HE locality in which this .school is situated offers great facilities to
Art and Handicraft enthusiasts. TheCross River, the riparian villages,
the forests with their inexhaustible supply of materials-all afford
excellent opportunities. But, alas, how much has Nature not offered and
how little has man made use of in this country!
We have three Art and Handicraft specialists, who play their special
parts in the teaching of art in the school. One takes drawing and painting,
which includes drawing and painting of pictures, lettering, lino-cutting
and printing, stencilling work, poster design, signboard writing, and potato
and stick printing. Another takes carpentry, weaving, spinning, .basketry,
etc., while the third takes bookbinding.
Our aim has always been to prepare a boy for the battle of life at his
home. The introduction of so many varieties of work is just to meet
individual tastes, for from Middle 3 upward the choice of art and handicraft subjects is optional. Each student chooses and pursues the course
that appeals most to him.
In the workshop, students are taught how to make simple pieces of
furniture such as are necessary for a home, how to weave cotton and raffia
cloths (the materials are dyed on the premises with native dyes), how to
spin ropes from barks of bushes, sisal hemp and banana fibres, how to
decorate broom handles and how to make some musical instruments. Net
making is an outstanding feature too. Canoe making figured prominently
a couple of years ago, but since then students have shown some disinclination towards it, their reason being that canoe making is the occupation of
the people of the up-river country (Ekoi, etc., people). Experience has
shown that it is not always safe to force something on boys; hence we put
canoe making on the waiting list.
Carving, unfortunately, is on the negligible side owing to certain
circumstances well known to us. Owing to the preference the natives give
to European enamel basins, which are very much cheaper in their prices,
the making of "akpan :>f::>r3b" has been thrust into the background. Both
are regrettable but at present unavoidable losses to us.
At the end of the year pupils carry home what they have made.
Bookbinding materials are rather expensive and consequently instruction
in this subject is given to about only half-a-dozen students yearly. Boys
are taught how to give new covers to books, stitching, and cutting, and how
to make portfolios of various types. After binding they generally pass the
books on to the art class for decorating and writing titles on the covers.
Art teaching begins from the lowest class, and the materials used are
all Reeves'. Students are required to draw pictures of village scenes. In
this case the method used is that borrowed from Mr. K. C. Murray (otherwise known among art enthusiasts as the Chief Art Wizard). Copying
from patterns is altogether discouraged, and every completed picture passed
must be original. Assistance is given in the form of suggestions, and only
large drawings are appreciated. Two exercise books are kept. One contains names of students and the dates certain pieces of work were set with
the dates students submitted their finished work. This checks slackness
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and tells one which boy is interested and which is not. The other exercise
book contains subjects for picture composition for the year. The teacher
sets four or mote subjects every week for students to choose from; the
subjects chosen most are noted by him, and this note guides him the following
year in his choice of popular subjects.
Lettering is taught from the lowest class to help the boys when they
go up to study signboard and poster writing in the hig!ler classes. Modern
styles are the ones
most taught and
used, although the
really proficient are
allowed to do some
old styles which are
not considered
archaic.

The Wine-palm Tapper
A lino cut by Dickson N. Ukut, aged IS, until
recently a pupil at The Methodist Boys' High
School, Gron.

Lino - cutting
is done by students
in upper classes,
and an example of
this work is reproduced here. Poster
drawing and · stick
and potato printing
are newly introduced. The former
has claimed popularity among the
students.
Stencilling is
also new and popWe have
ular.
much hope for its
development to a
high standard before long, and anticipate making use
of it and potato
and stick printing
in applying designs
to cloths woven in
our workshop.

We are blessed
with discoverers.
A couple of years
ago, through a
boy's discovery, we were able to make brushes for whitewashing the walls
of the buildings on the premises. The brush was made from the fibres
of sisal hemp. Last year a boy's effort led us to discover how to make
Indian drawing ink, which unfortunately we are as yet unable to. m.ake fixed.
This year a boy has taught us how to make a water-colour pamtmg brush
from the hairs of sheep and goats. And a little boy in Elementary One
has taught others how to get erasers from a discarded canvas shoe with
crepe sole!
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THE CALABASH METHOD
A HINT FOR TEACHERS OF GEOGRAPHY

By W. M.

BRISTOW

Training School, Gindiri, ·P.O. Barakin Ladi, Nigeria.

T

HE calabash has many uses in Africa and it is proposed to add still
another, for the purpose of teaching latitude and longitude. When
the time comes for a class to be taught the globe and map-making to
scale, it is not easy for a pupil to see the connection between lines of latitude
North
and longitude on a map and
Pole
the degrees on an ordinary
school protractor. The following method has been tried
and has proved helpful.
Take two half-calabashes
and cover the open faces
E'lual"or
with cardboard or stiff paper
so as to form two halfspheres. The cardboard may
be gummed or pinned to the
rims of the calabashes. The
cardboards are then divided
up like a protractor into segments of ten degrees each
(see the circles in Figs. I
and 2). This is easily done
~=----_I90 East
West 901-----....,::;
by cutting a piece of paper
to the size of the cardboard
and folding it into quarters
and then into 3o-degree segments. When unfolded, the
creases will have divided the
circle into twelve equal segFig.!.
ments of 30 degrees each.
GreEnwich
The ten degree segments
can then be marked off by eye and the lines marked in with pencil or ink.
The numbers of the degrees are then written on at the extremities ·of the

Fig: 4.
The Southern Hemisphere,
showing lines of longitude described
Southwards from the points of the
Protractor.

Fig. 3. The Western Hemisphere, showing
the Equator and lines of latitud~ described East and West from the pOInts of
the Protractor.

Wor\"t\
Po\e .

1-3F-t---_-I c'l.uarOl'

Fig. 6. A gourd painted with blackboa,rd
Fig. 5. For individual work the Propaint. Pupil outlining the map of Afrzca
tractor is made on a piece of paper the
from an atlas.
same size as the calabash and pinned on
(Photographs by Mtss E. M. R. Websterl

50",1"
?o\e
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lines as in Figs. I and 2. Note that the numbers for the Northern and
Southern. Hemispheres go from 0 to 180, and for the Western and Eastern
Hemispheres from 0 to 90.

is no need to keep on doing it;
ordinary paper on the flat can be
used for whatever geographical or
historical features are being taught.
Having made a map once or twice
to scale in order to cultivate the
idea of accuracy, a great deal bf
time can be saved by using diagrammatic sketch maps using only straight
lines (see Fig. 7)·
.
Figs. 8 and 8a show a complete
globe made with a calabash. The
continents are painted with red paint
and the oceans with blue.
The
construction of this makes a good
handwork lesson for a senior class
and is just as useful for teaching as
an expensive globe full of much
useless detail.

The points of the protractors are then scribed round the rims of the
calabashes on to the edge of the convex surfaces. The lines of latitude and
longitude are then drawn mostly by eye. On the ,calabash for the Eastern
or Western Hemisphere the lines. of latitude near the poles can be described
with a pair of compasses, but the remainder have to be done by hand and
eye. The lines of longitude on the calabash for a Northern or Southern
Hemisphere have all to be done by hand and eye. A point must first be
fixed for the pole, which can be done either by measuring in two directions

Below: Fig. 8a. The globe in its final
state set up for teaching. The continents
are painted in red, the oceans m blue.
(Photograph by Mr. R. Gwenin)

Fig. 8. The complete globe mounted on its
stand. The map of Africa is seen outlined
in white.
(Photograph by Miss E. M . R. Webster)

Fig. 7. A simplified
map of Africa.
" . . . a great deal
of time can be saved
by using diagram- '
matic sketch maps
using only straight
lines."

with a piece of string; or else by placing the calabash on the floor with the
convex side uppermost and standing over it with the eyes looking vertically
downwards over the pole. A mark can then be made quite accurately at
the pole with a pencil. The pole is then joined to the points of the protractor
with lines made by hand and eye.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the Western and Southern Hemispheres complete.
Fig. 5 shows a student describing the lines on a hemisphere. When teaching
a class it is good to have enough calabashes to give one to each pupil ~md
let him construct the whole thing himself. Fig. 6 shows a Whole calabash
painted over with blackboard paint and having permanent white lines of
latitude and longitude. It is useful when pupils make their first map of
Africa, as it gives them the idea of the rotundity of the earth from this
stage onwards. After having lined the map once or twice in this way there
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PHONETICS
By S. LAWANI
(St. Andrew's College, Oyo)

R

EADING is one of the subjects on the time-tables of Nigerian schools.
It includes oral and silent reading. In oral reading what is encouraged
and taught by the teacher is mere articulation and is generally void
of correct. pronunciation of words. .
.

The average standard of reading in schools all over Nigeria is low, and
this question is one which has not received adequate attention.
The African knows a certain amount of English. He is capable of
expressing himself orally or on paper; he even indulges in adorning his
words with figurative expressions, perhaps more than the average Englishman; but when we speak the white man finds it difficult to understand
exactly what we say, and when he speaks we also find it difficult to understan,d him. What is responsible for this? Here I quote two instances.
The African says, "He has corm." To the Englishman, our "come"
sounds like "corm." Again, when the African says, "I put on my hat"
his "hat" sounds exactly like "heart" to the Englishman. These are by
no means isolated instances of the confused and wrong pronunciations of
words existing among us.
I have heard many educated men say that an African can never speak
English as well as the white man because of his thick lips and his flat nose.
This is as erroneous as it is discouraging; there are no physical handicaps
for the African in the way of pronouncing English words correctly; the
tongue, the lips, the teeth and the nose can be used in practically the same
way as the Englishman does to produce any English sound.
It is a pity that many educated Africans discourage speaking phonetically
among themselves. The few literates who could use it fear being called
"pedantic swells." The knowledge of phonetics is nothing until one
applies it. In fact, if everyone knew phonetics its use would be more
popular.

A typical creek scene as view~d fro,!l the deck of the Marine Department Royal Mail launch during a Journey from Sapele to Lagos. !Lt
certain times of the year some of the creeks become bloc~ed With floating
vegetation and the creek-~lea~in.g squads have a busy time restoring and
maintaining a passage way.

"Things done by halves are never done right." Reading is a compulsory
subject in our schools and the phonetics of it should not be neglected.
The process of the propagation of phonetics is from colleges to schools
and from schools to the public. Mission colleges train students for the
teaching profession. Any teacher who knows phonetics will not fail to
teach it to his pupils. Children are very imitative. They like to talk like
their teachers and in this way phonetics will have a firm foothold in schools.
Again, as teachers have the advantage of visiting social clubs and functions,
occasions for convincing the public of its value thus offer themselves.
To teachers who wish to teach phonetics in their schools these books
are recommended:(r) Handbook of English Intonation.
Ward & Armstrong.

(2)

(With gramophone records.)

English Speech for African Students. Major Harman, D .S.a., B.Sc.

[EDITORIAL NOTE. - The spoken English lesson is probably a better m!dium
for teaching speech than the Reading Aloud lesson. Written English is
seldom exactly like spoken English, and Reading Aloud should perhaps be
nearly, but is.never quite the same thing as ordinary speech. It is best to
learn to read by reading, and to speak by speaking.]
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WATERWAY CLEARING
By COMMANDER G. W. TRINICK, R.D., R.N.R.
ATERWAY clearing is part of the work of the Marine ?epartment.
You can find a map of the inland waterways, th~ n~vlgable creeks
and rivers of Nigeria, in Chapter VIII of the ~lge~lan Hand~oo~;
In the Marine Department we call waterway c1eanng snag bustmg.
A "snag" is any obstacle, such as a. tree or a canoe, which .has sunk below
the surface of the water in a waterway. Such snags may block the way so
that canoes cannot pass, or they may tear holes in the bottom of launches
and river steamers and sink them. Every year many people who travel
along the waterways ask the Marine Department to come a?d clear a,,:ay
snags for them, and the Department clears away as many as It can do With
the money put aside for this work.
.
When the Marine Department is informed that there are snag~ blockmg
a waterway, the waterway officer orders steam t.o be got up on hiS launch,
and gets ready the stores he has to take with him. He Will need food [or
himself and his labourers, explosives and fuse and detonators for blowmg
up the snag, saws and axes for cutting through falle? trees,. ropes, and plenty
of medicines. He will take quinine and castor. 011 an.d IOdme and carron
oil (for burns), in case any of the labourers go Sick or m case there are any

W
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accidents. Besides the launch on which the waterways officer lives there
will be a steel canoe for the labourers.
The worst time for snags is during high water, that is to say, from
about .June to December. These dates vary a month or so either way
accordmg to t?e season and to the locality. The water washes away the
banks of the nvers, a?d l~rge trees fall into the waterways and block them
up. If people travellmg m a ~anoe find a tree lying right across the creek,
they often ~ut through the mIddle of the tree with matchets. Then they
can get theIr canoes through; but the two halves of the tree sink under
the water, and when a launch or other river steamer comes along it may run
into one of these hidden snags and be damaged or sunk.
When t~e. water is very high and the rivers are deep, there is not much
danger of hlttmg snags, but when the rivers begin to fall in January the
trouble begins.
A waterway party under a waterways officer generally consists of a
h~ad ~an! two divers (called skin divers because they do not use special
dIvers SUIts and apparatus) and about 20 skilled labourers. As they go
along the w~terways,. these men cut down any trees which hang over the
water and mIght fall m and cause snags. Trees which have fallen into the
water are dragged out by means of ropes and rolled into the bush.
When the launch comes t? the part of the creek where snags are
expected, grapnels are lowered mto the water. These are something like
big fish-hooks for catching snags. When these grapnels catch hold of
something big, like a tree, lying at the bottom of the creek, the launch and
the steel c~noe are anchored at a safe distance away from the snag, and the
party gets mto canoes and sets to work.
.
First the divers go down and have a look at the snag to see how big it
IS. Then they c~me ~p and report to the waterways officer, who· decides
how much ~XpIOSIV~ wIll be. needed to blow it up. The explosive used is
cal!ed. blastmg gelattne. It IS soft yellow stuff made up into sticks each
welghI?g one pound. It contains nitro-glycerine .
. LI~e gl!npowder, blasting gelatine needs something to make it explode.
ThIS .thmg I~ called a detonator. Several sticks of gelatine are tied together,
a~d mto thIS .charge the detonator is pushed. A length of fuse, called
Blckford fuse, IS fixed to the detonator. This is a special kind of fuse which
burns under water.
To ~ake a hole. in the gelatine to take the fuse, we use a small piece
of wood lIke a penCIl. I! we used a ~iece of iron the gelatine might go
off and blow us all to pIeces. The Blckford fuse looks like thick black
string. It has powder and cotton tow inside which will burn at the rate
?f one yard a minute. We have to light the' fuse, and then paddle away
m the canoes to a safe distance before the explosion takes place. If we
use three yards of fuse, we have three minutes in which to paddle to safety.
The detonator is a little brass tube containing a substance made from
r:zercurJ!.. You have seen mercury inside thermometers. Mercury fulminate
IS used m nearly all bo~bs and shells and other explosives to make them go off.
. When the charge IS ready, the detonator has been put into it, and the
Blckford fuse fixed t? the detonator, a diver takes the charge of gelatine
(very gently for fear It should go off in his hands) and dives down ·to the
snag. He leaves the end of the fuse in the canoe. He ties the charge to
th.e snag under the water, and comes up. Then the end of the fuse is lighted
WIth a match, and .the canoes paddle away as fast as they can.
After a few T?mutes a small crack is heard, like a gun going off, and
then a great roar lIke thunder . . The water round the snag, and great pieces
O! the b~oken sna~, are blown high up into the air. Pieces of wood fly
nght up mto the aIr and then fall in all directions. The men in the canoes
have to be careful they do not get hit by the falling pieces which keep landing
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Bang!

A creek - clearing
explosion. A great
column of water is
projected into the
air far above the
t r e e top s. A
wooden snag has
just been blown up.
(Photograph by
J. Nunweek)

in the water with great splashes, or with lo~d ')lonks". in the bush. .Then
the smoke and the spray drift away and all IS SIlent ag~m. The m~n m the
canoes keep well away from the smoke of the explOSIOn, because It would
give them very bad headaches.
.
.
.
In the past there have been one or two ?ad accld~nts m thIS work.
Once when some electrical apparatus was bemg used mstead of a fuse
someone switched on the current much too ~oon and a who!e party of
labourers and the officer in charge were all kIlled. An~ther tIme .a huge
piece of tree part of a snag, fell on the waterways officer s boat, whIch was
quite a long' way away from the explosion, and hit the store of detonators
in the boat. The detonators set off the store of gelatine (there was about
a ton of it) and all the party were killed.
Another time a waterways officer and three boat boys fixe~ a charge
to a snag. They were using a rowing boat, called a dmghy, mstead of
canoes and the boat boys were not accustomed to the work. The officer,
who w~s a big fat man, knelt in the back (the stern s.hee~~) ~f t?,e canoe and
lit the fuse. When the fuse lit it made a sharp nOIse, Spltt.
The boat
boys heard the noise, put in their oars, and pulled (or "gave away" as we say)
with a good hard jerk. They moved the boat so suddenly that the officer
.
fell out of the boat, over the stern and into the river.
As soon as they saw what had happened, all the boat boys Jumped
into the water to save their officer. When he came up from under the
water he realised that unless they got away quickly they would all be blown
up with the snag and killed; so he shouted to the boys and t~ey ~ll s.wam
as fast as they could to the boat and rowed away into safety Just m tIme;
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~~!df:; ob;~o~~~ ~~n~~~ (fe~,e~~;~~d:h~/t~~'b~~~ was still in the wa~er>
~bel?gt boffangh~Iorw~smSI~dote. ~adly hurt, but for days after l~ i~h!~:;~:~~if:~o~
d
an

By G. V. O.

~~e exploshions give a g~eat s~ock or jerk to all the water round about

Th'IS Sh ock or con-'
cussion under the water

A Niger p~rch killed by an explosion caused by a
creek-clearzng party. Note the very remarkable
gill development of this large fresh-water fish
(Photograph by J. Nunweekj

always kills or stuns
most of the fish round
about, and after a
snag has been blown
up hundreds of dead
fish float up to the
surface of the water.
When the people
from the villages along
the creeks see the
:vaterways officer gomg to blow up a snag,
they all follow in
canoes to get the fish.
Most of the canoe
people show s'ense and
do not go too near
until the explosion is
over. Sometimes, however, they will not do
as they are told, and
the waterways officer
has to take away their
canoes until after the
explosion, to stop
them going too near
and getting killed.
Sometimes an explosion kills a big
water animal called a
manatee, and ' this
causes great excitemen t a m 0 n g the
people. Manatee meat
is v
d
b erhy goo to ea~,
ut t e manatee IS

~~~!:,~{~~;;'i~~:dk;dl~~ th;o~~':;~no;}~r~o~~~~~:£~,';:;

work H' 1 b
IS wor mg up and down the creeks on this kind of
.
IS a ourers are nearly all IJ' a
h
b
. '
divers and both b
. ws, w 0 are orn sWimmers and

~nder ~ifficu~~,veu~~~m~~~~a~~r~~:gditi~:s~g a~~st:~e~s ~~~~~~:~~:

fso;r~eato:jo~~~~ ~helr pay

at the end of the season, probably in May, there

Low~h~i;::,e~:~y;arO~~% ~~~~l~n~a~a~a~i his~aty Anr~bri

at 1
on the
very glad to see their men corn b k
d .
. peop e? t e town are
. and celebration while th ' t e ac, ffian that llIght. there IS great feasting
h'
,
e wa erways 0 cer checks his stores wr't
reports and squares his accounts before returning to his headqu~r~~r~.p IS

BULKELEY,

C.B.E.

Director of Transport

IS was w at caused his "big bang for inside"
.
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TRANSPORT IN NIGERIA

IV.-AVIATION

T

HE three foregoing notes which have appeared in Nigeria have dealt
with the Railway (Nigeria, No. IQ), Marine (No. I1) and Port sections
(No. 12) of the transport services. These constitute the State transport
services of Nigeria.
There are three other equally important sections in which private
enterprise is the dominant factor. These are Aviation, Road Transport,
and Inland Water Transport.
Aviation is the newest form of transport in all countries. It only
commenced in Nigeria two years ago. It adds the air as a medium for
transport to the former limitations of land and water. There are two kinds
of air service : (i) Trunk services directly with world routes.
(ii) Local services operating within a country.
While Nigeria is busily preparing for a local air service when money is
available, we already have a trunk service. How is such an air service
started and how does it operate ?
The first concern is to decide upon the route and in this it is not only
necessary to decide which centres of population shall be served, but the
very important matter of connecting the proposed air service with one or
other of the main air routes of the world. These routes do not necessarily
cross every part of the Empire, and other services have, therefore, to be
linked up with them. In the case of the present Nigerian mail and passenger
service, Khartoum in the Sudan is the point at which passengers and mail
are transferred between the main England-South Africa air route and the
Khartoum-West Africa subsidiary air route. The next thing to decide is
the places within the territory concerned at which aerodromes shall be
established. Three considerations have to be examined :(i) Suitability as centres for mail distribution.
(ii) Availability of suitable sites which will not be unduly expensive
to level and layout.
(iii) Suitability in respect of refuelling aircraft at practicable distances
of aircraft travel.
Having decided upon the route and suitable sit~s for terminal and
intermediate aerodromes, it is necessary to complete the preliminary arrangements which will have already been put in hand in regard to how the
necessary aircraft and personnel to operate them are to be provided. In _
the case of Nigeria, as in many parts of the Empire, Imperial Airways
operate the service, deriving their necessary revenue partly from a mail
contract and partly from the receipts of passenger travel.
Work must then commence on the aerodromes. Aircraft require a
lot of space from which to soar into the air and on which to alight. This
is because aeroplanes must travel at a decreasing angle with the runway
the closer they are to the ground. In other words, when leaving the ground
they must very gradually increase their angle of climb and when alighting
very gradually decrease it down to a level position. The full length of a
standard main runway for large aircraft is 1,400 yards. We have not yet
got more than 1,000 yards in Nigeria, but the longer lengths will come
with -larger aircraft and are being prepared for.
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In laying out an aerodrome, the rnam runway is so placed that its
length lies along the direction of the prevailing wind. Aircraft always land
and take off facing the wind, in the same manner that a ship always tries
to face the tIde when manceuvring at slow speed. Subsidiary runways
have also to be provided, in case the wind is not in the direction of the
main runway. At Apapa Airport (Lagos) there is a "tornado runway"
lying in the direction of the heavy local squalls.
The surface of an aerodrome runway must be sufficiently smooth to
allow a motor car to travel over it without noticeable bumping. It must
also be very hard. This will be realised when the weight of an aircraft
is considered . This is always several tons, and is carried on two main
wheels and a trailing wheel, all fitted with Iow-pressure tyres.
In addition to the runways, buildings and enclosures have to be provided
at an aerodrome. These are for the following purposes : (i) To house a direction finder.
(ii) To house wireless apparatus.
(iii) To house meteorological apparatus.
(iv)

For passenger and mail purposes, including a weighing machine .

Dealing with these items briefly, the direction finder is a very sensitive
Pliece of wireless apparatus which enables the pilot of an aircraft, when in
the air some miles away, to ascertain exactly what his position is relative
to the aerodrome concerned. Direction finders are so sensitive that great
care has to be taken to find a site for them where no buildings, trees or
hills are near. Even swampy ground or pools of rain water will affect
these instruments, which must be set up on dry open ground. They are
only placed at important points in an air route.

AIR
T RANSPORT
IN
NIGERIA

Right: The developme,n t
of private an~ co"!mer:cw.z
air transport · In Nlgena . zs
providing Africans WIth
new outlets for employment
as aerodrome groundsmen,
meteorological observers and
mechanics. Here is a young
man attending to his master's
private aeroplane,
One
day he may become a ptlot
himselj.

The wireless apparatus of an aerodrome is the ordinary wireless equipment and enables the operators at the aerodromes to keep in touch with the
operators on the aircraft for the range of their apparatus. It is something
like a relay race, the wireless operators at the aerodromes passing on the
aeroplane in the air from one to the other.
Weather forecasts play a very important part in air service operation,
hence the' need for meteorological apparatus. It is of great importance
that pilots of aircraft shall know in advance what weather to expect at
various parts of their route. The meteorological staff send up balloons at
fixed hours, and take their drift with an instrument of precision which
indicates wind velocities at various altitudes. Other weather observations
are made daily and the whole forecast is broadcast by wireless to aircraft
pilots at regular hours.

It will thus be seen that the regular operation of a mail and passenger
air service requires an equipment and organisation of reliable precision.
Nothing must be left to chance. The ground staff of the air company
examine every detail of each aircraft's engines, and of the aeroplane itself,
at the beginning and end of each day's flight. This examination and testing
is most precise and thorough. It must be, because any carelessness may
jeopardise the lives of those travelling in the aeroplane. Any person found
to be scamping his work in this direction would quickly find himself out
of his job.
Left : The owner of
a private aeroplane
preparing to start t,he
engine of hzs machzne
atApapaAerodrome,
Lagos, by giving the
propeller a sharp turn

And so, day after day, year in and year out, our letters and our friends
are being carried at speeds of over 100 miles an hour through the air. This
is a very wonderful thing and an outstanding example of man's personal
courage and of the patient researches of science.
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POULTRY - KEEPING
AT THE LAGOS GOVERNMENT SCHOOL
By U.

ATIKU

Poultry Master

T AGOS

Government School poultry-keeping, which has passed its
experimental stage, was inaugurated in January, 1937.
At the start provision was made for an area 20 ft. square, covered
by a wire fence, six laying pots, four perches and a poultry house IQ ft. x 6 ft.
Each of the pots has a hole on its lower side with a diameter of about
10 ins. The perches are made for the fowls to rest on at night, as they
generally prefer these to the ordinary ground. They are about 2 ft. above
ground. During the night all the birds are housed in the poultry house,
while in the day those that are laying deposit their eggs in the pots provided
in the same house.
.
To prevent the fowls from being infested with insects, the dry grass
in the pots is burnt on the cemented floor at least once a week, while the
floor is washed daily. A water pot with good clean water is kept in the shade.
The fowls are supplied with oyster shell, green leaves, white ants and
maize. Sweepings from the school dining tables are also used.
The scheme was started with IS native hens to two Rhode Island Red
cocks in 1937 when the attempt to raise chickens was not very successful.
Therefore, in the latter half of the year effort was concentrated on raising
eggs, for which there was great sale.
In January, 193 8, all the old hens were sold and replaced by five good
ones with a cock. These increased so rapidly that at the end of the year
the school could boast of over 60 birds excluding those that died. By this
time the scheme was highly successful.
This year it has been decided to develop the two sides of poultrykeeping, i.e., raising chickens and eggs at the same time. This system has
proved so successful that the poultry account shows an income of £1 16s. 5d .
against expenditure of Ss. 8d. It has been laid down as a rule to sell off
all the youI).g cocks as soon as they are full-grown. Despite this, the school
still possesses over 40 birds.

L

The Lagos Government School Poultry Club, which was created at
the inauguration of poultry-keeping in this school, consisted of IS members
each having a note-book. In this book records of eggs laid, chickens
hatched, notes on poultry-keeping, income and expenditure, etc., were duly
entered. Membership of this club has since increased. Destruction of
insects by burning dry grass in the poultry house referred to above is always
done by the members of the Poultry Club. Meetings are held at · least
once a fortnight. Extracts from the minutes of some of the important
meetings are quoted below;
.'
(I) "In the presence of all the members of the Poultry Club, the local
measure of corn was weighed--the weight being 7 lb. 2~ oz., which cost Sd .
in the market. Then the members were asked to find the cost of 14 lb. 5! oz.
of corn newly bought. Several other interesting things about poultrykeeping were discussed."
,
(2) "At a meeting of the Poultry Club held to-day, the members
were asked to add up all the items of expenditure and income, and the
process of carrying and bringing forward in accounting was thereby taught
them. Every member was highly keen and interested."
During the last Health Week Exhibition in Lagos, seven good hens
were sent by the Poultry Club to the Racecourse for exhibition. The
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An evening sky scene at Lagos.
A panchromatic film and a gr.een col?ur filter were used
in obtaining a picture of thls beautiful cloud effect.
(Photograph by R . L. Findlay)

small yard in which they were kept was a centr.e of attraction throughout
the whole show. The demand for fresh eggs, whIch have won great reputation both among the European and African customers, ~a~ been too great
for the club to satisfy. Demands for young cocks are SImIlarly great.
The greatest good of all is that some of the memb~rs of the ~lub who
have sufficient space for it have taken up poultry-keepmg as an mdustry.
These buy eggs from the school for hatching into chickens.
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THE VALUE OF A SCHOOL DISPENSARY
By

J. O.

UDAZE

Government School, Benin City

I

T is very essential that a school situated in a corner far away from the
main hospital should arrange to have a First Aid Box. Besides this
fact, where the inhabitants of the town are ignorant of general cleanliness
the school should endeavour to implant in the people the necessity for clean
bodies, clothes, food, houses, water and surroundings.
I here set down an example of how a school has helped the town in
general cleanliness. Perhaps some of my readers have been to Ewu in
Ishan Division, or at least have heard of the town for its famous Government
School garden. This town is not very large in comparison with other towns
in Ishan Division, the population of men alone being approximately 1,900 .
The people of this town generally lacked cleanliness and as a result were
affected by skin diseases- ring-worm, mycosis, scabies, craw-craw, chronic
sores, boils and abscesses and eye diseases. Tersely, they attributed all
these diseases to having been caused by persons with whom they were not
on good terms. These same complaints affected the school children and
medical reports on the school were in many cases adverse.
In 1931 Mr. S. Milburn, the Superintendent of Education, resident at
Ubiaja in Ishan Division, worked heart and soul with the Headmaster and
staff of the school to implant cleanliness in the minds of the school children.
During hygiene inspection the dirty children were sent out, their bodies
and clothes washed, craw-craw and ring-worm scrubbed and treated. The
children's school latrine was improved.
Yet, however, this was only a stepping stone to cleanliness. To bring
this attempt into real success Mr. Milburn, with the Headmaster, arranged
to send .a teacher to the African Hospital, Agbor, to receive a month's
instructions in First Aid treatment. This was done in the month of June,
1931.
The teacher returned to put his knowledge into practice. A First Aid
Box was obtained containing permanganate.crystals, boric acid powder, sulphur
ointment, cotton wool, Epsom salts and a bottle of iodine. The school
continued with these treatments until the children were free from sores, ringworm, mycosis, etc. Buteven then the Headmasterwas still not satisfied. He
wanted to have a School Dispensary with better stock of medicines. In
the year 1933 his efforts were crowned with success. The building was
put up, consisting of a store for medicines and a second room in which to
give treatment, while the front verandah is for patients to sit before treatment. At first, this Dispensary was placed in charge of the Medical Officer
at Agbor, but later in the year 1935 the Medical Officer at Benin took charge.
In 1934, after the erection and equipment of the building, I took charge
of the Dispensary as part of my daily work. The school time-table was
so arranged as to provide ample time for children to attend the Dispensary
and so that it was only necessary for me to leave my class in urgent cases.
Now that the building was finished and the natives were rushing into
the compound for treatment, the Headmaster appealed to the Medical
Officer for a better equipment of the Dispensary with medicines. This
was really improved by sending in more quinine, aspirin, boric lint, gauze,
acriflavine, boric acid and iodoform, ammonia, chrysarobin, cough mixture,
worm mixture, paraffin oil, etc., etc.
The natives came in more and more, having seen the vast chmges of
good health enjoyed by their children after treatment at the School Dispensary. Treatment was always preceded by lectures to them on gen~ral
13 6

A handsome Mussaenda
(Mussaenda istrtiana)
or White Wing, very
common in swamp areas
of Southern Nigeria. It
makes a good garden
shrub and does not
mind being dug up and
brought under cultivation. It has pale yellow,
sweet - smelling flowers '
and large calyx lobes
that serve to attract
night-flying moths. The
flowering branches make
very decorative objats
for picking and placmg
in big vases.

Flowers of Cajeput Tree
(Melaleuca Leucadendron) This is a native
of Malaya and Norther1}
Australia. It grows very
easily from seeds and
soon forms a lofty tree
with smooth, white bark
and slender drooping
branches.
It flowers
several times a year and
fruits freely at Lagos.
The leaves are richly
charged with oil. They
grow in a more or less
edge-on position relative
to the midday sun and
the back and front surfaces of the leaves have
an identical appearance.
Oil can be extracted
from the leaves by a
process of distillation.
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good health, dealing with the causes of illness and prevention thereof.
Serious cases were always advised to be sent to the main hospital-Agbor
or Benin City. Very many severe cases of wounds among the natives were
treated with success in this Dispensary-wounds involving arterial bleeding.
In 193 6 Mr. J. W . A. Thorburn, Superintendent of Education, Benin
Province, visited the School Dispensary and was very pleased with its
successful work. T o encourage the practice he sent the school a complete
F irst Aid Box, for which the children thanked him. He was delighted to
learn that the building was put up by the school children themselves and
that the corrugated iron sheets used came from the school fund- sale of
garden produce.
In this Dispensary a register is kept showing names of patients, the
. villages they come from, diseases and treatments given. At the end of
1937 the register showed 105 school children and 96 out-patients treated
for different complaints.
An out-patient case worth mentioning was that of a boy aged about
nine years who had an abdominal wound through a fall from a tree. He
fell on a stump and the circumference of his wound was about four inches,
the depth being about half-an-inch. The father came to the Headmaster's
house weeping. I was sent for immediately from the house to render
first aid. During the treatment I observed displacement of some of the
lower intestines. Having stitched up the torn outer skin with ordinary
thread and needle, I applied acriflavine and bandaged the part tightly,
advising the father to send the boy to the African Hospital at Agbor or
Benin City. He replied that he could not do so-no money I-and moreover it was distant. I advised him to give the boy light food, such as ·pap
and milk till further · instruction and also to keep him at rest in bed.
Through the father's carelessness to follow the prescriptions, the boy's
bowel became swollen after five days, and he was unable to take food. I
gave him a light purgative which reduced the bowel to the minimum size.
After eight days I removed the stitchings and began to treat the sore until
it became quite healed up. The father's hopes were realized after all.
Ever since, the natives of this town have improved greatly in their
manners of living. This has led them to ask for a Clan Dispensary, which
is now in process of building.
The work of this School Dispensary is one the local people will never
forget. It has taught them the value of good health, general cleanliness
and the need for open bowels. But without the keen interest of the Headmaster, Mr. R. O. Orekyeh, success in this undertaking would have been
an impossibility.
Unfortunately, in April, 1938, I was transferred to Benin City Government School, where I am to-day.
I pray all schools follow suit in places which have no N .A. Dispensary
or African Hospital.

, THE AGE AND ORIGIN OF THE EARTH
By A. D, N, BAIN, D.Sc., F.G.S.

H

Geological Survey, Nigeria
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200,000 years to cross it; that is to say, its diameter is 200,000 x 186,000
x 365 x 24 x 60 x 60 miles. The sun is about one-fifth of the distance
from the centre of this great disc the Milky Way, which takes 250 million
years to make one turn, and yet the sun and the earth are travelling at the
rate of 200 miles per second to keep their place in the gigantic wheel.
The earth, like all the other planets of our Solar System, was originally
part of the small star we know as the Sun, and from which they were all
torn by the attraction of another and larger star which nearly collided with
it. The result of this event was the displacement from the sun's body of
white hot gaseous matter. This rapidly cooling, condensed into molten
globes which are now the cold spheres we call planets. The earth thus
began life as a white hot molten star-fragment which went spinning into
space revolving like a top, at the same time rotating round its parent the sun
once in a year. It was spinning at a much greater rate than it is now, so
that the length of the day was only five hours instead of 24 hours. It
immediately began to cool, but thousands of years elapsed before it had a
solid surface. During its earliest youth the molten mass shot great tongues
of flaming gases into the space around it. Some of these becoming chilled ,
condensed and feU on the hot surface only to be evaporated once more
and rise into the flaming atmosphere above.
Within the molten earth a great turmoil was going on. As the outside
layers cooled they sank into the hotter interior only to be heated once more
and returned to the surface again to take the place of the now cooler masses
that had first replaced them. This process of convection continued until
the earth was cool enough for crusts to form each of which in turn cracked
and was engulfed in the hot liquid below. As time passed, a thicker and
more stable crust grew which was only occasionally fractured and invaded
by the hot liquid from below. As this outer shell cooled it contracted and
in so doing became crushed, crumpled, folded and fractured. The pressure
thus exerted on the molten interior squeezed up molten rock or magma
which filled the cracks and the cores of the folds. Contraction has continued throughout geological time and manifests itself by the presence of
igneous rocks, which are solidified molten magma. It might be noted
here that molten magma still occasionally reaches the surface and issues
from fissures or volcanoes as lava, and flows over the surface in th~ manner
of the lava which was poured out by the Cameroon Mountain in 1922 .
By the time that the crust had become fairly stable the atmosphere
too had cooled. Water was able to lie on the earth's surface, at first for
but a brief period, but later it filled the hollows and formed permanent
seas and oceans. This was a period of violent storms which followed each
other in quick succession, and the hot rain accompanying them quickly
evaporated. Finally, a time arrived when the globe was cool enough for
the earliest forms of life to exist in its waters. This completed the first
stage of the earth's history estimated by Dr. Harold Jefferies to be about
15,000 years after its birth.
Just about the time when the earth became solid an early-formed
swelling which had appeared on one side of the molten globe, became more
pronounced. The crust which formed on it, contracting round its molten
interior, tended to separate it still more from the main mass of the earth ,
which by gradual contraction was shrinking away from the protuberance .
The attraction of the sun on the bulge increased, and pulled it out farther
till, just about the time that the earth solidified, disruption took place and
the Moon was born. The depression left where the bulge had been is now
filled by the waters of the Pacific Ocean.
As soon as the seas were permanent bodies of water, rivers began their
work of wearing away and dissolving the solid crust. The rock fragments
carried down by the rivers were deposited on the ocean floor as sand and
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the higher forms of life used the calcium carbonate to build bony structures
or skeletons. These facts explain why such a small percentage of calcium
. carbonate is present in sea water. No form of life has found any need for
sodium chloride except in negligible quantities, with the result that this,
common salt, has steadily accumulated.
By calculating the total quantity Of common salt present in the waters
of all the seas and oceans and by calculating the total amount added per
year by all the rivers of the world, the geologist is in possession of data
from which by a simple division he can get a rough estimate of the age of
the oceans. The age obtained by this method is 120,000,000 years.
A second method employed is provided by the sedimentary rocks, that
is, the rocks derived from the sediment deposited on the sea floor by rivers.
It is first necessary to find out the rate at which sediments accumulate on
the sea floor. Careful measurements have shown that the land is being
worn away at widely different rates and similarly the sediment resulting
from this process is being deposited at rates which vary still more. According to Professor Holmes, the average rate of deposition is about I foot in
880 years.
The total thickness of the sediments of all ages which have
accumulated since the oceans and rivers existed is about 5 1 4,000 feet. If
each foot of this took 880 years to form, it would take 45 2 ,3 20 ,000 years
for this thickness of strata· to be laid down.
However, in the last decade of the nineteenth century physicists, notably
Lord Kelvin, stated that if the earth had cooled steadily since it was first
flung into space as a ball of molten rock, it would have cooled down to its
present state in between 20 million and 40 million years; this is less than
one-tenth of the time estimated from purely geological data. Neither
geologists nor biologists could accept this figure. Biologists said that the
rate of evolution was so slow that much more time was required for all
the thousands of forms of life that now exist upon the earth to develop
from a single original and simple type.
Discoveries were made about the time of these discussions which have
given a much more reliable method of solving this problem. In 1895
Rontgen discovered X-rays and in the following year Becqueral noticed
that phosphorescent substances such as uranium gave out rays similar in
every way. He further observed that variations in temperature and pressure
had no effect on the rate at which these rays were emitted. In 18 98 Mme.
and M. Curie isolated the metal radium and showed that the same kind
of rays were given off by this newly-discovered metal. In addition they
found that heat accompanied these rays and that it was no less than a million
times as great as the quantity of heat emitted by uranium. This hitherto
unsuspected source of heat gave geologists a means of explaining how the
earth maintained its temperature for so long a time after its birth. Careful
examination of the rocks showed that these radio-active metals were confined
to the outer part of the 'earth's crust and are especially abundant in rocks
such as granite. The heat generated by them in this upper layer would
retard the loss of the original heat of the earth so that much more than
4 0 ,000,000 years would be needed for the earth to cool down to its present
temperature. It was further discovered that the disintegration of the radium
atoms which freed this heat could be neither slowed down nor speeded up
when the radium ,vas subjected to the highest temperatures and pressures,
such as those which were involved in the formation of the earth. Even a
temperature of 2,5 00 deg. C. and a pressure of 160 tons per square inch
have no effect on this disintegration. It seems justifiable to assume, therefore, that the rate of disintegration of the radium and the heat thereby
liberated have been constant since the beginning of the world. This being
so, the earth's age cannot be less than thirty-six times as great as that allowed
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An improvised hat stand at the Scout Maste~s' Train~ng Cent~e,
Ibadan. The Centre is proving of great value m developmg scoutmg
along sound lines and has already conducted several valuable courses
and been the scene of many happy scout gatherings.
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Later and more careful calculations based on this method have shown
that the age of the earth is probably 2,500,000,000 years. Lord Rayleigh
in 19 21 stated that "radio-active methods of estimation indicate a .moderate
multiple of 1,000 million years as the possible and probable duratIOn of the
earth's crust as suitable for the habitation of living beings. . . ." In the
light of such knowledge it is chastening to reflect that the life of man. is too
short to be of any importance in the history of the earth, and stIll less
important in the history of the Universe. The earth's birth took place in
so far distant a past that the human mind is altogether unable to grasp the
duration of the interval.
5
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LIZARDS

r

By E. H .

DUCKWORTH

afternoon I went downstairs to have tea, but oh ! so sad, there was no
L izzie to be seen. There was a big, unfriendly male lizard with the wives,
but no Lizzie with a double tail. I called "Lizzie, Lizzie," tapped the
tea cup and wandered about the garden. All of no avail. Lizzie had
disappeared and I am afraid must have been killed in a ~ght with another
lizard .who wanted his wives. I was so sad and for several weeks felt quite
miserable. I had lost a friend.

ZARDS, spiders and ants are to be found nearly everywhere in
Nigeria. Here at Lagos I have noticed four different kinds of lizards
in my garden.
I must tell you about one very special lizard that lived there. I named
this lizard "Lizzie." Lizzie lived under and by the side of my house for
at least two and a half years. Now Lizzie was no ordinary lizard : Lizzie
had two tails. If lizards are frightened, possibly seized by a dog or a cat,
they have the remarkable power of allowing their tails to snap off. Such
an adventure must have happened to Lizzie. The tail wriggles and twists
on the floor for several minutes and the lizard's attacker is often so busy
watching the writhing tail that the lizard itself is able to escape.
After a time lizards that have lost their tails in this way, are able to
grow new tails, but for s<;>me reason or ot.her Liz~ie's. ta~l ,did ~ot grow'!ery
well and instead of growmg a fine long smgle tall, Llzzle s tall grew wIth a
double end and looked like a letter Y.
When we first got to know each other- it was one hot afternoon when
I was sitting under t~e house enjoying a cup of tea and some chocol~te
biscuits-Lizzie was about 6 inches long and of a dull brown colour wIth
a few yellow spots. I thought Lizzie was a female lizard because this is
the colouring of the common garden female lizard, and for the present
I will refer to Lizzie as she.
Well I threw down a few crumbs and she cautiously approached, seized
one and dashed off to eat it at a safe distance. She came again, this time
less frightened, and finally, well satisfied, she went off to spread her body
out on the hot sunny wall. From this time on we met every day for about
a fortnight and were soon on most friendly term~. . I have ~fte~noon tea at
4.3 0 and Lizzie was nearly always ready and waltmg by thIS tIme. If tea
was served a little early or late she might not be waiting, but soon appeared
when I made a noise by hitting the side of a tea-cup with a spoon. We
became the best of friends and Lizzie got so tame that she would take food
from my fingers and if I did not give her enough attention would spring
up at the side of my chair like a dog or jump up and sit on my shoe.
This friendship continued for nearly a year and a half, and then I went
on leave. A stranger, who did not know Lizzie, came to live in the house
and she had to go without her morsels of chocolate. She was also very
fond of jam, bread and butter and tiny bits of lump sugar. She crunched
the sugar before swallowing it.
When I returned from leave there was Lizzie waiting for me on the
front stairs. She knew me at once and we were as friendly as ever, but
how she was changed! She still had two tails, but was now over a foot
long and her colour had altered. Now she was. orange and dark blue,. t~e
full dress colours of a male lizard, and after thIS I had to refer to Llzzle
as he. I think I made a mistake about Lizzie's sex because it seems that
when male lizards are young they are just the same colour as female lizards;
but when they get older, the male lizards change their colo';!r. .
Our tea parties continued and Lizzie collected about SIX WIves to keep
him company. He often brought his wives with him to the party. One
thing interested me very much: I noticed that Lizzie never went far away.
He and his wives stayed in a small portion of the house and garden and
never wandered very far. If Lizzie did go as far as 15 yards across the
lawn, he was usually attacked by the male lizard who lived on that part of
the lawn and then there was a fight. I expect you have watched garden
lizards fighting. They fight hitting out sideways with their tails and trying
all the time to get into a good position, like boys starting to wrestle. One

T he other day I was watching a lizard lay eggs. It was a hot afternoon
at about half-past three. I came across a little lizard starting to dig a hole
in the middle of a sandy pathway. Seeing me, she took fright and ran away
into a hedge. I went indoors and was able to watch her from a window.
She soon plucked up courage, came out from the hedge and got on with the
digging. She used her front feet, first one foot and then the other, flinging
the sand out backwards. The gardener came along and she ran away.
The danger passed, out she popped and got down to work again. She dug
hard for an hour and a half with only short periods for rest and retreat from
danger, and by 5 o'clock had made a vertical hole about 7 inches deep and
2 inches across the top. Having inspected the job, she proceeded to lay
eggs in the hole and for this purpose took up a position over the opening,
her back legs well spread out. Suddenly there was a sharp movement
throughout her body. Then she pushed out of her body a white egg.
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Night Life in a Nigerian House.
(Photograph by J. E . H. Paisley)
Nearly every house in Nigeria has its Geckos. These little lizards
come out at night time and hunt for insects around the lamps. During
the day they rest in dark corners and cracks and are then a dark colour.
At night they change to a very light shade and are almost transparent.
Pads on their toes enable them to make use of atmospheric pressure, so
that they can run about on walls, ceilings and over glass window panes
with little danger of falling off. They are bold little creatures and
will attack a large moth and are somewhat given to fighting one
another. Sometimes owing to a fight or through getting their feetentangled with spider web, they do fall down, possibly on to a wooden
floor 18 feet below, but they suffer little or no damage.

This egg had the same shape as a hen's egg, but it was rather less than
half an inch long. The egg had a soft skin-like covering. After about
one and one-half minutes the little lizard dropped another egg. A pause
and then another egg. I began to wonder how many eggs she would lay
in the hole. Well, the total was five! After the fifth egg she remained
sitting over the hole for several minutes more. I think she was wondering
if she could manage to lay a sixth egg. But no, five was the limit! She
then turned round, put her head down into the hole, and nearly disappeared
head foremost; I could only see her tail and part of her back legs sticking
out of the hole . She did something to the eggs. I could not see what she
was doing but I expect she arranged them in position. After several
inspections down the hole she was finally satisfied.
Then she started to fill the hole with earth and sand. This she did
by scraping with her' front feet, first with one foot and then with the other,
but never both at once. She took quite a long time to finish the work of
filling the hole, and it was six o'clock before she had arranged everything to
her satisfaction. She did her job well; if you looked ever so carefully along
the path now you would not be able to find the place where she buried the
eggs. I know where the eggs are. I hope to be lucky enough to see the
young lizards hatch out. I want to see how the young lizards manage to
escape fro~ the ground.
I think everyone has a friendly feeling towards lizards. They do
much good by catching mosquitoes and other harmful insects. If any of
you have lizards at home I suggest you try and make friends with them
and learn what you can of their ways of life.

Starting the erection of a dining hut at the Scout Training Centre, Ibadan.

PAGANS IN THE
BAUCHI AND PLATEAU PROVINCES .
By

MALLAM ABUBAKAR, BAueHI, T .B.

(Bauchi Middle School)

T

A ploughing team on the Agricultural Department farm at Ilorin . The use
of cattle in mixed farming is now being tested at the Agricultural Farm, Agege,
near Lagos. This farm, unlike Ilorin, is in a tsetse fly area, but use is made
of the little black tsetse-immune cattle that are a feature of some villages in
the Southern Provinces. The chiefs in these villqges maintain herds as a form
of wealth but have not realised that they would represent more wealth if employed
in agriculture. It is the aim of the Agricultural Department to find out how
this can best be accomplished.
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HERE are many places in the Bauchi and Plateau Provinces which
are still not properly known and hence the history and customs of the
people who live there are hardly known to students of history and
geography. These people are very primitive and backward and sometimes
are even regarded by many of their more lucky and wiser neighbours as
half beast and half human. It is very wrong that they should be looked
upon in this way. These pagans or hill people possess all the qualities
which other tribes in Nigeria possess and have equal rights in the country
with all other people. It is very difficult to say that the progress and development of any group of men is good or bad without full enquiry. Enquire
into the life of the hillman and you will find him equal to, or even better
than, his neighbours.
The pagans are backward and primitive because of the poorness of the
places in which they dwell. They live in and among hills where the development of agriculture is often difficult. They have very little communication
with the outside world. These pagans have been shut up in their hill
homes for several hundred years. It may be that at an -early stage in
their history they were a strong nation but that subsequently a stronger
nation from another part of the country conquered them, drove them into
the hills and held the better places for itself. It is also a striking fact that
the dialects spoken by many of the pagan tribes show strong similarity;
hence it may be assumed that all those dialects were derived from one
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language. Their customs and religious ceremonies are nearly the same,
as also are their beliefs.
By living among them, one learns that these people are wise in their
own way. Of course, they can neither read nor write, but still, the older
people can pass on the history and happenings of past times. They know
the physical geography of the earth in general and are well acquainted with
the history of their clans and of the places near to their abode. They have
schools of their own kind where the younger generation of the tribes is
taught the history and religious secrets of the people. The pagan children
can well be spoken of as "scouts"; they are taught valuable tribal lessons
and how to face difficulties .
The pagan in general is strong and muscular and able to endure hardships. Men and women usually have equal rights in the affairs of the
community, apart from religious matters. Both men and women are hardworking. Husbands and wives share the work and management of family
needs. Women are not very greatly honoured, although they are the
backbone of everything.
Their most important occupation is farming, and it is a pity that they
lack good places for it. They farm on and between hills and thus obviously
cannot grow sufficient foodstuffs to serve them for a whole year. In the
olden days, they came down and raided the farms, herds and flocks of their
nearest neighbours . Now they are being advised by the authorities to
come down to live, as there is no more slave-raiding, which in the old days
drove them up into the hills. Most of them have now taken this advice,
but the older people will not leave the homes of their fathers . They are
hunters, although not greatly renowned for this.
Their main food is made from guinea corn and other kinds of millet.
They eat the meat of all sorts of animals. They have a national drinka kind of beer made from corn.
The pagans have simple tools made of iron, wood and stone. They
are good craftsmen, and can carve wood and shape stone. It is very clear
that in the pagan world the change from the stone to the iron age was not
very long. (Two years ago a man from America asked me the reason
why the African can manage to work well with so few tools. The African
referred to is a Nigerian craftsman. He is able to do so because he does
not divide his time among different kinds of work but always concentrates
on the one single job before him.)
Although the pagan religion has not been brought down from heaven
by a prophet, yet it is full of interesting things and beliefs. Generally
the pagans believe in life after death, but not on the same lines as Islam
and Christianity. They worship many gods, but if one investigates more
deeply one finds that these people believe in the unity and being of the
Almighty, and that the stone and wooden gods are only worshipped to deceive
women and children on whom superstitions exercise great power. The
pagan religion is very well organised. It has its schools and Imams, or
priests. Women are generally not allowed to take part in religious affairs,
although they are forced to believe in many religious or magic powers.
Usually all pagan doctors are religious leaders. Belief in supernatural
powers is very strong in the pagans.
The writer's home is in the close neighbourhood of a variety of pagan
tribes. He has had dealings with their men and their women, has attended
many of their religious ceremonies and has paid many visits to their places
of worship. He has seen a lot of their historical work and things which
their old people have made. It is clear to him that there are several things
in the hills which, if brought to light, would find places in museums.
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HIBISCUS
(Adapted from a broadcast talk to Lagos Schools)

N

OT long ago a friend of mine asked me whether the hibiscus grows
wild in the bush in Nigeria. The answer is that the garden hibiscus
with the big red flowers does not grow wild in the bush; but there
are other kinds of hibiscus besides the big red one and many of these wild
hibiscus plants and shrubs do grow in the bush. Some of the wild kinds
of hibiscus are very useful ; people use them to make fibre rope, similar
to the rope they call "tie-tie." Some hibiscus plants are also used to
make soup and medicine. The species with the big red flowers which

A large pink Hibiscus.

grows in gardens does not yield fibre for rope, and I don't think it is used
for soup or medicine. Still, it looks very pretty in the garden.
I read in a book that you can make a dye by crushing the red petals
.of the hibiscus flower. They say you can use this dye for dyeing shoes
a blackish colour. A petal of a red hibiscus if crushed and rubbed on a
piece of white paper turns the paper a very pretty blue colour.
This is strange. What colour is the flower. Red, is it not ? Yet
the mark on the paper is blue. Surely a red flower ought to make a
:red mark.
Here's an experiment for you to try. Get a yellow hibiscus flower;
crush a petal and rub the crushed petal on a piece of white paper. What
.colour is the mark on the paper? Try to find out whether the yellow
hibiscus petal makes a blue mark, or a yellow mark, or hardly any mark
at all .
The red garden hibiscus belongs to a very large family. Some of its
relatives are wild plants that live in the bush. But one of the family is
not wild; it is cultivated on the farms . This member of the hibiscus
family is called the Okro or Okra. You can buy Okro in most markets.
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I expect you eat it in your soup sometimes. If you don't, then you ought
I eat it in my soup about once a fortnight.
D1d you know that the Okro plant is a kind of hibiscus ? Well, it is,
and I'll tell you why we believe this.
The garden hibiscus does not produce a fruit as the Okro plant does.
But try this experiment-get a red hibiscus flower, then an Okro flower
and a flower from a cotton plant. Look at the petals, and the stamens of
the three plants. Notice carefully how the petals and stamens of each
fl~wer are arranged. You will find that all three flowers are very much
ahke. All three flowers are members of the same family.
When people want to find out what family a flower belongs to, they
don't take much notice of its colour or shape. They notice very carefully
how many petals the flower has. They look to see how the petals are
arranged, how the stamens grow, and so on.
Look at a red hibiscus in this way. Begin from the bottom, or base,
of the flower. First of all, the flower has six little pointed things like
leaves. Count the points . . . are there six? Then there's a part
shaped like a vas.e or like a cap that is upside down. This vase or cap-like
part has five pomts. Look at a flower and make certain that this is so.
. . . Isn't that rather strange? There are six points at the bottom.
Wouldn't you expect six points on the base? But there are only five.
Now we come to the petals. Count them. One-two-three-four
- five . . . five petals. Notice that each petal is separate from the next;
the petals are not joined together. Now: look at the stamens. Count
them-I-2-3-4--5-6-7-8-g-ever so ~any; there must be
4 0 or 50.
Notice that all the stamens join together to form a tube. If you
have a ruler, see about how long the tube is. Now count the little knobs
at the tip of the flower. A hibiscus flower has five.
Now you see how to do the experiment. Get an Okro flower and a
cotton plant flower, and examine and count up the various 'parts of each
as in the case of the red hibiscus, and see how many things you can find
which are the same in all three flowers.
Here's another thing to do : when you are travelling about, see how
many differently coloured hibiscus flowers you can find. I often go to
Yaba, near Lagos. On the way, I look into the gardens to try and see
the hibiscus. There is a fine pale yellow hibiscus in a garden near Ebute
Metta. Mr. Alakija, who lives in Customs Street, Lagos, has some very
fine yellow hibiscus in his garden . They have flowers all the year round.
In my own garden at Onikan I have
a yellow hibiscus
and a red hibiscus
and a pink hibiscus
and an orange hibiscus
and even a pure white hibiscus.
The pure white one is very rare. Mine comes from an island in the
Atlantic Ocean, called Madeira. Find the place in your atlas some time.
I am very proud of my white hibiscus . A friend of mine brought it from
Madeira when he was on his way to Lagos from England.
Now here's a strange story. You all know where the town of Oyo is.
At Oyo there is a C.M .S. College. The Principal of St. Andrew's C.M.S.
College, Oyo, is Ar.chdt;acon Burton. Now Archdeacon Burton is a very
fine gardener, and m h1s garden he has a very fine hibiscus. It is a red
hibiscus, and always had fine red flowers.
But one morning Archdeacon Burton was walking in his garden and
he came to his red hibiscus plant. And he was very much surprised
indeed, because one branch of his red hibiscus plant had a pure white
to~ because it is good for you.
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flower growing on it. The white flower had a red centre. Archdeacon
Burton was very pleased. He took great care to let the branch that bore
the white flower grow as much as possible. He began to cut away the
other branches, which had ~ed flowers, one by one, v~ry carefully. After
many months he had got nd of all the branches wh1ch had red flowers.
The branch with white flowers grew big, and sent out new young branches.
Now the Archdeacon has a hibiscus plant which grows no red flowers at all.
It is covered with white flowers which have red centres.
Have you ever seen fruit, or seed, on the red or the yellow hibiscus
plants that grow in gardens? The other kind of hibiscus, the Okro plant

A pure white hibiscus with a red centre. These
flowers suddenly appeared on a bush that previously
had only produced red flowers.

and the cotton plant, have fruit and s«eds ; but I have never yet seen any
fruit on the red or the yellow, or the orange hibiscus in my garden. They
produce fine st~mens, and lots of pollen: you would expect fine fruit and
seeds, yet they are quite barren.
. . '
Why? I'm afraid I don't know. Perhaps the nght msect that 1S
needed to carry the pollen from one flower to another is not f~und. in
Nigeria. No one knows. Perhaps one day one of you w~lO ar~ h~temng
may become a great man of science and find out why, m N1gena, the
garden hibiscus has no fruit and no seed.
.
,
.
One night I was up very late and did not g~ to bed u~t~l 3 0 clock m
the morning. . I went round my garden and exammed the h1b1scus bushes:
it was moonlight and I could see them easily.
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The flowers of the hibiscus bushes were all closed up . The flowers
of the day before had withered and the buds of the flowers for the coming
day had not opened. I went to bed, and got up again at about 7 o'clock
and went into the garden. The flowers were fully open.
When do hibiscus flowers open? When do they, as it were, get up
in the morning? When do they close? A hibiscus flower only lasts a
day. Some last less than a day. The flowers of the cotton plant only
last half a day.
Look out for a hibiscus with flowers which change colour. It grows
in many gardens in Nigeria. It is called the changing hibiscus. In the
early morning the flowers are pure white. By midday they have changed
to pink, and by evening time they are starting to perish and have changed
to a deep red :
I once tried an experiment with the flowers of this hibiscus. I picked
the white flowers in the early morning and put them in a box with a lump
of ice to . keep them cold. They remained white all day long and by
7 o'clock in the evening were still white. I put them in a vase on my
writing table. They began to get warm and in less than an hour had
turned red. Men will have to discover many things and become very
wise before they can explain why plants and flowers behave as they do .

E. H. D.

Above: A smC!ll neat hedg~ of Pitanga Cherry (Eugenia michelii). The Pitanga
Cherry, a nattve of Eraztl, tS often seen in Nigerian gardens. The red fruits
are pleasant t~ eat etther raw or cooked. Each fruit contains a large hard seed.
Plants a~e eastly grown from seed and for growing hedges are best sown in position
about 6 tn~hes apart. The shrub .can be used to make low border hedges as shown
tn thts photograph or htgh thick hedges to surround a garden.
Below: This picture shows ferns and caladiums decorating the entrance to a
bungalow. The name of the bungalow, "Greystones," has been cast in cement.

Two old bronze
figures preserved by
the people of the
Nupe village on
Jebba Island . The
figure on the left is
about three feet high.
Several other examples of old - time
metal work have
been observed in villages along the banks
of the Niger. These
figures were once
carried away by a
souvenir - collecting
European and taken
halfway to England.
Fortunately they
were recovered and
now come under
Government protection as antiquities.

A
HOME-MADE
LATHE

PIGEON ENGLISH
By D. S. FouLKEs-RoBERTs

M

ANY people think that Pigeon English is the language of the illiterate.
To a certain extent this is true, but it is by no means the rough
language that many suppose. On the contrary, it has its vocabulary
and rules, and the efforts at speaking it that many Europeans employ are
sufficient to shock the purist. It is a simpler form of language than English
proper, but it is by no means to be condemned on that account alone.
One of the many troubles in the way of the man studying it is that
it is constantly changing. It is almost entirely a spoken language, and until
a language is written down it rarely becomes fixed. For instance, some
ten or fifteen years ago "live" was the usual word for "is" ("Master live
for office"), but it is almost never heard in this sense now. In the same
way Pigeon English varies over different parts of the country-at Jos a
deep drain is called a "number two" for some technical reason connected
with tin mining ("He done fall inside one number two"), but you never
hear this anywhere except on the Plateau.
Far from being a defect, I think that the simplicity of Pigeon English
is one of its great merits, and is no doubt the reason why it still lives by
the side of English. English has a great many words with only a small
difference of meaning, such as "small," "little," "tiny," "wee," "slight,"
"exiguous," etc. These are no doubt needed in English, but Pigeon
English wisely uses the one word "small," with "small-small," if you want
emphasis. In particular, English still retains the different cases of the
pronouns (he, him, his, etc.). Yet this complication serves no useful
purpose, for in English we rely on the order of the words to give the meaning. Thus we see at once the difference between "Cats eat lizards" and
"Lizards eat cats," without making any change in the words "cats" and
"lizards." Yet .we cannot turn "I kicked him" into "Him kicked I"; we
have to go to the trouble of changing the pronouns, and saying "He kicked
me." Pigeon English does not go as far as it might in cutting this out,
for though "me" is often (but by no means always) used as the subject of
a verb, the same liberties are seldom taken with "he" and "him." We
must, however, record the usual combination "me and him" as the subject
("Me and him done come"), and in passing we may also note that the
African has no false modesty in putting himself last.
Plurals are not normally distinguished ("one man," "two man"), and
verbs are always formed by using auxiliaries not by inflection. . The tenses
are distinguished by "done" for the past ("I done come"), "de" for the
present ("I de try"), and "go" for the future ("I go do so"), with "make"
for the imperative ("Make you look 'em"). We often hear ignorant people
using "go" in the sense of the English "go and," but this is incorrect. A
phrase like "Why you go broke 'em?" (meaning "Why did you go and
break it ?") is meaningless in Pigeon English. There is another form of
the future, using "can," but this has very special rules. It is .only used
when the action described is not certain to happen, and is especially useful
in conditional sentences ("If he slap me I can report for police"). I think
this detail shows that Pigeon English is not without its subtleties.
I have touched in the foregoing paragraph on the use of an English
word ("can") to mean something different from what it does in English.
The use of "can" in this way makes it necessary to have another word to
express ability, and "fit" is used instead ("I no fit to read 'em"). There
are a great many cases of this kind of thing. For instance, we have "for"
used as almost any preposition ("Put 'em for store"; "I go write 'em for
book"; "I done report for doctor," etc.). "No" is used for not ("I no
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Left:
A
clever carpenter at Ogwashi-Uku
Benin Province, using ~
home-made wood lathe to
turn a decorative spindle
for the back of a chair.

Right: A silhouette photograph of the carpenter's
assistant who, by turning
an old grooved wheel provides the energy to' work
the lathe. A piece of rope ·
passes around the wheel
and the pulley of the lathe.
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agree"), "cloth" for clothes CAll cloth dey for was~man:'), "~~n" for any
kind of metal sheet but 'especlally corrugated galvamzed Iron ( I done put
pan roof for my house"), "book" for paper or note ("Make you give me
book for doctor"), and so on, but these are of no particular interest or merit.
More unusual examples are "sometime" for perhaps (" Sometime he go
come, but I no think so"); "find" for look for (" I find 'em find 'em but I
no see 'em"); "follow" · for accompany ("Make I follow you for car?"
meaning "Shall I come with you in the car ?" and occasionally "I go follow
train go for Kano"); and "factory" for shop or store. "Beach," meaning
a trader's yard or row of yards, is of some interest. No doubt it means
this because the trade was formerly done on the beach by the seashore, but
we now have the extraordinary name "The Beach" for a street in Jos (some
hundreds of miles from the sea) where all the "factories" are. "Waterside"
also means a jetty in some places, and "electric" or "lattrick" means a
lamp-post (it is impossible to convince some Africans that a telephone, for
instance, is electric).
There are some words used in Pigeon English that do not exist in English
at all, but these are mostly too well known to require more than mere mention.
I refer to words like "palaver," "savvy," "chop," etc. But the African
has also the genius for extending the use of English words, and thinks
nothing of making verbs like "to enough" ("Ten shilling no enough me"),
or "to sweet" ("This chop sweet me too much"), or "to first" ("These
people first we to come here"). . I have even heard "This thing wonder
me too much." You will notice that "to first" fills a real gap in the English
language-there is no verb that expresses the meaning. In a similar way
the word "unless" is used much more effectively than in English. An
applicant for work may be told "Unless to-morrow," but to give the same
meaning- in English you would have to say, "There is no work to-day, but
if you come to-morrow I may have some for you." Similarly "wait first"
seems to say a lot in little compass.
A specially important word is the verb "de" (which is pronounced like
the second syllable of "hardy," not as "der") and its longer form "dey."
It means to be ("Where you dey ?"-or more probably "Which side you
dey ?"-"I dey for store"). I have already explained that this word is
used for forming the present tense of verbs ("I de chop"), but curiously
it is not used predicatively-that is, we cannot say "This box de black."
I do not know where the word comes from, but it may be connected with
"tey" meaning to remain ("I tey for Calabar two year"). This latter word
looks as if it might be the English "stay," but it is also used to express
duration of time-a sort of impersonal "it has endured" ("How long you
sleep here ?" "He tey small").
It would not be hard to give a much longer list of the words or phrases
in which Pigeon English differs from "deep English" (or "pure grammar"),
but there are some ways in which Pigeon English seems to me to lay bare
the mind of the unsophisticated African better than anything else. It
shows him friendly, homely, and a little nervous of what others may think.
Take, for instance, that very common (and to me very musical) use of
"0" at the end of a sentence. It seerns to say "I know you know this, but
this is just a reminder" ("Make you no forget my load 0"), and it is very
useful for toning down what might otherwise be regarded as a peremptory
command ("Make you quick 0"). Exactly the opposite is denoted by
"my friend"; this is an infallible sign of trouble ("Look here, my friend").
The common phrase "I de come," or more usually "I am coming," means
nothing more than "just wait a moment," and the speaker may in fact be
going away (e.g., if you ask someone for something he might reply, "I am
coming" and immediately go away and fetch it). "Join mouth" means
to conspire (and could any more literal translation of con-spire be found ?).
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There is a word "nah" which seems to imply that the man addressed

o~&h~ to h~ve known before, ?r that the speaker has just realised something
w I~, o~g t to ?a~~ been ?bv~?us .. Thus "This no be the man I see yester~ay.. N ah him, meanmg Yes It is; have you forgotten?" Or" Some. "Of
time It be small-boy who broke 'em'" "Nah him" m
why didn't I think of that before ?" ,
,
eanmg
course;
Another very typical turn of phrase is that illustrated by "Unl
I
go come first." Here "go come" is the full statement of what is to be ~ss
more coml?le~e than "Unless I go town first" without any mention ot~~
return. Similarly we have "I no know say you day here" h
"
"
say
compl
.
. et e~, th'd
e:, ~a 0f "know "-it is practically the equivalentwofere
the conJunctIOn ,~hat . I~ English. We come across other examples very frequently: 1150 Jom motor come" or "I go follow Zarpas come." "Zarpas,"
by the way, IS the name of the owner of most of the Lagos buses and is
~ow a1r~l.Ost a co~~on noun ("I see one new Zarpas to-day"); it' will be
mterestmg to see If It also becomes ~ verb ("I done Zarpas go Yaba").
.
I x,nust also not forget to mentIOn how emphasis can be conveyed by
mto~at~0n.. Mos~ African languages depend a great deal on intonation
a~d It IS mstruct1v~ to see it applied to English. The particular instanc~
t at occu~s to me IS the long-drawn-out "till" to express the long effort
at somethmg, "I try lift 'em t-i-l-l I tire."
The econ?I?Y in words to which I have referred would naturally give
t~e language v~vldness, but quite apart from that the African has a remarkable
gIft for choosl?g th~ exact phrase to express an idea, and in some cases
has done so wIth qUlte extraordinary felicity. For instance what could be
better for "low water" (either of a river or of the sea) th;n "dry water"
or for the op~osite c.ondition "the water done full up"? I was recentiy
~old of a c~rtam magl~trat~ that "he pepper the people too much," i.e., he
IS ,:,~~y. stnct (somethmg hke the English "he gingers them up"). "Halfmall IS good for the intermediate mail-boat, and also "next to-morrow"
for the day a.fter. to-morrow. But it is in the distortion of words to fit
supposed denvatlO~s that the most ingenuity is shown. "Cut-grass" for
cutlass 0: matchet IS clever, and also "short engine" for shunting-engine'
but I t~mk. the best of all is "take-t'ief" for detective. Indeed, I do n~
see how thIs last could possibly be improved upon.

House breakers knocking down a wall that in pr~-Great War days surrounded
the German Consulate cl( Lagos .
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THE USE OF VEGETABLE DYES
By J. D.

CLARKE

hour to spare and an interest in the subject are my only
nAN aqualifications
for writing about vegetable dyes . I have never made
dye in my life, but I have seen it done and I appreciate the dyed
cloths which are produced with such dyes.
Vegetable dyes are often better, last longer and are of more beautiful
shades of colour than cheap chemical dyes which can be bought in the
market. Their chief attraction, however, is the interest of making the
colour yourself. First you have to find your materials-the roots, bark,
seeds, or leaves of some plant. Then you have to find out how to make
the dye. Among the Yoruba the making of indigo is quite a large industry.
It is a pity that they do not make other colours equally .well. Colours
obtained from plants may be used either for dyeing cotton or woollen
materials or for painting pictures. There are many schools in which the
pupils have been taught by Mr. K. C. Murray to make their own colours
and I know that some pupils get a great deal of pleasure out of trying to
discover for themselves new ways of making good colours. Boys can
look !or colours for their pictures and the girls invent new dyes for their
weavmg.
An article entitled "An Adventure in Weeds" in Blackwood's Magazine
(April, 1939) may give you some idea of the interest that there is in the
search for new colours. The writer says, "I tried every method I could
think of to coax colour from the plants I gathered. I tested month by
month with different results until in the end I found one plant that at
different times gave nine different colours." She says that it was a curious
game to make the plant give up what was hidden in it. "The result was
always rich. How often was I attracted by the expectation of one colour,
how often in failing did I triumph by getting another! How often the
plant I thought I knew best startled me by producing something unexpected! Just as if one season gave certain dyes more strength than
another. If one wants to play for ever with the unknown I suggest
vegetable dyeing."
It is said that when the plant is fruiting the pigment (that is, the
colouring matter) is strongest; during the flowering period the colour is
not so strong.
"The ancient craft of vegetable dyeing brought colour into art . . .
and it is a pity that it is more or less lost to the wbrld. It is a simple art.
The Eastern peoples got practically all their results from common plants
and from clever mixing. Most of their discoveries were probably accidental, but they did their best to hide what they knew from their neighbours
and pretended that the art was difficult, for such knowledge had a cash
value."
The way to make most of the colours is by hard boiling. If, having
made your colour, you are going to use it for dyeing, you must also find a
way to set it, to fix it in the material. The substance used to fix the dye
is called a mordant. Sea-water, vinegar, alum water or woo!=1 ash are
mordants. The water used for dyeing is important. Some water is
better for the purpose than others. Once you have found a well or a
stream which gives good results in the dye-pot, use only water from that
source.
The following list of local trees and shrubs which are said to produce
dyes may help you to start experiments in this interesting subject. The
15 8

Editor would appreciate descriptions of the methods of maki
d
f
ng yes rom
these and any other plants :_
Sorghum vulgare
Guinea corn
(H. Dawa;
Sheath leaves give
Y. Oka)
red pigment.
Tectona grandis
Teak
Leaves give red
pigment.
Curcuma longa
Turmeric
(H. Gangamau)
Anogeissus Schimperi
(Y. Ayin; H . Bark (?)
Marike)
Cochlospermum
(H. Rawaya ; Roots .
Tinctorium
Y. Gbutu;
Ibo, Owe-ago)
Sarcocephalus
Camwood
(Y. Opepe or
Bark (?)
esculentus
Egbesi; H.
Tafasia ; Benin, Obiache)
Acacia arabica
(H. Bagaruwa; Black pods.
Y. Ege or Ede)
Lonchocarpus
Yoruba Indigo (Y. and Benin, Leaves.
cyanescens
Elu; H. Talaki; Awka,
Njassi)
Baphia nitida
Camwood
(Y. Anyin or Wood used as red
. . . pubescens
Osuno; H.
dye.
Majigi; Ibo,
Abosi)
Bauhinia
(H. Jirga ;
Y. Abafe)
Bixa orellana
Annatto
(Y. Buke; Be- Red dye from surnin, Omogiface of seeds.
abor)
Bombax BuonoRed-flowered
(H. Gurjiya ;
pozense
Silk Cotton
Y. Pomponla
or Egu; Ibo,
Akpu)
Chlorophera
Iroko
(Y. Iroko; Ibo, Bark.
excelsa
Oji)
Indigofera tinctoria Indigo
(H. Baba)
Jatropha curcas
Physic Nut
(Y. Lapalapa
Sap. of old trees
or Botuje)
gives a black
dye ;
Kigelia africana
Sausage Tree (H . Rahaina ; The large fruits
Y. Pandoro)
used in dyeing.
Lawsonia inermis
Henna or
(H. Lalle)
Leaves give a red
Tree
dye. "

Mangifera indica
Mirabilis jalapa
Opuntia
Pterocarpus
erinaceus
Rhizophera
racemosa
6

Mignonette
Mango

Bark gives a yellow
dye.

Marvel of Peru
Four 0 'Clock
Red flowers used.
Flower
Prickly Pear
The juice makes a
"Cactus"
red ink.
African Rose- (H. Madobia
The bark and roots
wood
Y. Apepe,
give a red dye.
Benin, Ume)
Mangrove
(Y. Egba, Be- The bark.
nin, Odonowe)
I59

(H. Tsamiya; The bark.
, Y. Ijagbon ;
Benin, Ezi)
Terminalia ivorensis Shingle-wood (Y. Afara or
The bark.
Tree
ldi; Ibo, Edo;
, Benin, Eghoin)
.
(Y. Akoledo ; The bark gives a
Trichelia H eudelotii
H. Gwaniared dye.
Kusa) .
(H. Dinya; Y. The bark.
Vitex cienkowskii
Ori
The details given above were gathered from Plants of the Gold Coast
F
by Dr F R Irvine Notes on Nigerian Trees and Plants by F. W b· loster ,
. .
. , Dictionary by Dr..
J M . D aIZle,
. I an d Voca u ary 0if
A Hausa
Botanical
Nigerian Names of Trees, Shruhs and Herbs.
H. = Hausa.
Y. = Yoruba.

Tamarindus indica

"Tamarind
Tree"

BAUCHI PROVINCE
By G. W.

IzARD

Resident

B
.

AVCHI PROVINCE is larger than Ceylon in area, and supports a
population exceeding a million, who produce annually in direct
taxation over a hundred thousand pounds sterling.

The Province is roughly the shape of an equilater;l triangle, and is
bounded by the Provinces of Kano, Zaria, Plateau, Adamawa and Bornu.
Internally it is split into three divisions-Bauchi, Gombe and Katagumthe two latter being at the eastern and northern apices of the triangle, while
Bauchi includes the rest. Bauchi comprises the first-class Emirate of
Bauchi, the Chiefdom of Ningi, and the petty state of Dass. Gombe is
the headquarters of the second-class Emirate of that name, and the division
includes the mutually interdependent units of Tangale-Waja, which share
a neutral headquarters and treasury. Katagum is divided into three secondclass Emirates, Katagum, Misau, and Jamaari, in descending scale of
importance.
Bauchi Province lies just below the Plateau Massif proper, which is
just across the western border, but the highest peak in Nigeria, exclusive
of mandated territory, is in the Province and exceeds six thousand feet
above sea-level. The descent from the Plateau is negotiated by a series
of gradients, the last and most noticeable being about thirty miles from Jos;
where an abrupt descent affords a magnificent view over the country eastward. At the foot of this descent the general level of Bauchi Division is
reached, the highest point in Bauchi Town being about 2,3 I6 feet above
sea-level, and for about twenty-five miles eastward the country is noticeable for the many fine granite hills scattered here and there. A little south
of Bauchi, broad plains continue eastward, broken by the sandstone plateaux
enclosed within the bend of the Gongola, the hills of Gateri on the Adamawa
border, and the picturesque peaks of Tangale in the Gombe Division.
Further east of Gombe the wet season renders the plains almost impassable
swamps, which revert in the dry season to a gently-undulating surface of
black gritty clay, baked and fissured by the sun. The north-eastern part
of the Province presents wide expanses of sandy undulating country,
unbroken, except for one small eminence, by any noticeable physical feature.
The Province is still within the area of the watershed whence
rivers spread in diverse directions, including the Delimi which ultimately
reached Chad, and the Gongola which joins the Benue. A third, the Misau
River, which rises in the Province, once reached Chad, but now no longer
does so, and dissipates itself in swamps to the eastward.

Two members of the Nigerian Inter-Colonial Tennis ' Teamif ahnd (on the rt:2
h A h' ta staff under the showers 0 t e swtmnnng a
Mr. Q~artey, of t e e 11;0 Coast 'Before entering the bath every swimmer
at Achtmota d Co~~r;h~o:rs Thi; system might well be adopted in connection
e V Memorial Park Swimming Bath at Lagos.. Mr.
m,!st pass un er
Wlth the .Ktng Georg, h sical culture and as the holder of a scholarshtp nmde
QU;;::~l ~t:dy e~!~h~ ts:te~t in Great Britain. Nigeria does not possess .a sbnlfle
a sical development expert. In. Engla.nd more and more attentlOn tS ,etng
p y
given to thts very tmportant sub,ect.
(Photograph by Milton A. Macaulay)

h

The early history of the Province is obscure. In the days of African
exploration, renowned travellers only skirted its fringes, and those who
penetrated its fastnesses-Vogel and his unwilling assistants-met with the
untimely fate predicted for them by Barth, which also entailed the destruction of their manuscripts. Who the original inhabitants of the Province
were is a problem which still awaits solution. It has been suggested that
the present tribes of Tangale occupied the plains of Gombe and the surrounding country. It is also probable that the descendants of many of the
original inhabitants of Bauchi may now be found in the hills of the Plateau
Province.
Then followed an age of migrations which centred round the Jukons,
hailing, as is supposed, from the Sudan, and having, by the time they reached
these parts, assumed the aspect of a ruling caste in a horde of migratory
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peoples. From Chad the Jukons pressed south, finally halting in the
neighbourhood of the Benue, where in about the year A.D. 1450 they began
to consolidate, and numerous petty kingdoms became established in their
wake and under their ao:gis.
These petty states, which ultimately became known as the Habe
Kingdoms, continued, with varying fortunes, for approximately two hundred
years, when the Fulani interests became dominant, and the early years of
the nineteenth century mark the Fulani bid for power, and the gradual
wane of the Habe Kingdoms. The genius of the Fulani conquerors was
that they were able to consolidate their power and influence over such a
heterogeneous collection of people. Some were conquered, while others
willingly put themselves under the protection of such renowned warriors
and administrators as Yakubu of Bauchi, Buba Yero of Gombe and Mallam
Zaki of Katagum.
In the early part of the current century, the British occupation ensued,
and in the years which followed, the wealth of Kano and glamour of the
northern Emirates, the Stock Exchange interests in the tin mines (which,
despite the name by which they are commonly known, mostly lie in another
Province) and the commercial interests which direct attention further south,
have combined to leave Bauchi in a less-developed middle belt.
The interior economy of the Province, therefore, consists very largely
of the efforts of the inhabitants to subsist themselves, and to create a small
surplus of saleable products so as to obtain ready cash for the payment of
their taxes and with which to buy the modest luxuries they now require .
With such an outlook it is not surprising that the people dream of the past,
forgetting its insecurity of life and tenure, its raids and its massacres, and
cast their minds back to the times when life was less complicated, and everyday affairs proceeded at a more moderate pace.
The towns with their dissolving walls, which must once have been
imposing, doze in the bright sunlight. Here and there the house of some
prosperous merchant with its high wall and square white-capped mud roof
rises from the surrounding cluster of smaller houses, terra-cotta in hue. A
date or fan palm may break the contour and general uniformity of colour.
In the winding streets people may be seen gossiping or plying some trade;
they pass to and fro with wares for sale on their heads, while the children
play their games by the roadside.
Over all there broods an air of drowsy benevolence, an atmosphere of
detachment from the busy outside world, a mode of life in which each man
pursues the immemorial habits of his fathers, leisurely and fatalistically.
In consequence, the Province has up to the present pursued an unostentatious
even course, on account of its comparative isolation from the economic
shocks which· produce external convulsions, but signs are not wanting that
its future is becoming progressively enmeshed with the wheels of commerce,
and that its fortunes may soon be at the mercy of the vagaries of international
markets.
Since it is recognized that this isolation cannot continue indefinitely,
even if it were desirable, the combined efforts of all Government Departments are directed towards a common object, primarily that the people
should learn to govern themselves progressively and with equity; and in
order that they may be equipped adequately to face external contacts and
hold their own, attention is being directed to improved methods of agriculture and soil preservation, the spread of literacy, better living conditions
and the control of disease both animal and human, to the improvement
of internal communications and those which link the local markets with
the entrepots of foreign merchandise.
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Hairdressing.
The great attention nou: being paid in England to hairdressin
styles for women has Its counterpart in Nigeria, where th~
women and gzrls show a very high level of artistic skill and
varzety zn thls matter. Some further examples of local styles
are zllustrated on the next two pages.

Above: Eight little Yoruba girl competitors in a hair dressinf!!
competition at Shagamu. Yoruba women and girls show
much skill in the art of hair plaiting: it is an art they may
well be proud of and deserves every encouragement. Mr. S. A.
Abudu (Address: clo Ojo P6stman, Post Office, Ibadan) has
made drawings of many of the styles and recorded their names.
His charts of hair plaiting have been purchased by many wellknown schools.

The pictures on this
page and that at
the bottom of the
opposite page illustrate some Yoruba
hair-dressing styles.
These little girls are
proud to be Africans
and use decorative
They
head-cloths.
have no wish to
straighten their hair
with hot irons and
put on foreign-made
straw hats in an
.attempt to
copy
European styles.

Left : A close-up
of an individual
example.

This hilly area consists of rocky land, with patches of bush t

. ht

a~d left. The vegetation is chiefly grass, ferns and stunted trees 0 ~~g.

saId that the surrounding bush is the haunt of buffaloes orang- ~ t IS
and monkeys.
'
ou angs

The Cameroon Mountain.
(Photograph by

J.

C. Yankah, Professional Photographer,
7 Taiwo Street, Lagos)

A VISIT TO BAMBLUWE LAKE
IN THE BRITISH MANDATED CAMEROONS

Ha:ring thus been satisfied with the . sight of the place, we proceeded
on ~ur Journey .. At la a.m. we emerged on the other side of the hill, and
castIng our 10.ngIng eyes to the front, beheld the "Mystic Bambluwe L k "
some four mIles away, gleaming in the morning sun. Inspired witha n:'w
hope and vigour, we determined to get at it through short cuts not know '
..
H '
,
Ing
t h e a d venture In
It.
aVI~g descended the hill, we entered a wide tract
of grass land. We came In contact with several batches of cow-Ful .
(Bororo) herdsmen gra~ing their cattle. This presented us with a :~
example of the. nomad~c herdsmen of ancient history. Their pyramidal
grass huts? furlllshe? WIth straw beds and a few calabashes, were scattered
all over thIS undulatIng grass area, and presented a curious spectacle to those
of us to whom they were a novelty.
O~ we :vent, piercir:g through trackless jungles which are dotted all
over thIS regIOn, descendIng into de~p valleys of marsh land, and climbing
over trees and rocks, to emerge agaIn to another plateau of grassland.
So~ro,,: overwhelmed my mind as I beheld the poor girls and little
boys clImbIng up and down these precipitous paths, yet cheerfully and
hopefully. Tho~ght I to myself: "This must have been the spirit of the
explorers of Afnca- Speke, Burton, Livingstone, Park, and others.
At last, a~ter two hours and ten minutes of gropings through the grass
and forest regIOns our efforts were rewarded with a sudden emergence at
the bank of the long-sought-for lake, at 12.10 p.m. There our forerunners

By P. K. NWANKWO
(Government School, Bamenda)

B

AMBL UWE is a small village about ten miles north-east of the Bamenda
Station. As most of the children of the Bamenda school have never
seen a river , we thought it necessary to take the pupils of the higher
classes- Elementary Class 4 to Higher Elementary Class 2- to the Bambluwe
Lake, so ' that they might gain an idea of a river in miniature.
At 6 a.m. on the appointed day (Friday, April' 21st, 1939), the weather
became very indisposed. The rain started to fall and continued until
7.30 a.m., and everybody cast away the hope of our going. At 8 a.m. ,
when the school was opened for the day, the Headmaster announced to the
children that we should postpone the proposed visit, as the weather had
begun to be bad. But they all with a determined mind and one voice roared
out : "There will be no rain again. We will go, we will go !"
We therefore got ready to go. After closing our registers and other
records for the week, we bade farewell to the school for the day. At 8.10 a.m.
we all started. Within half-an-hour the stronger boys with one teacher
(Mr. A. K. Georgewill) had gone far ahead, leaving the girls and weaker
ones with the Headmaster and me.
At 9.30 a.m . we were up the Bamenda-Nkwe H ill. Turning to the right,
we had ' sight of the villages of Bambitu, Bangwa, and Bamichum. Still
farther awa)', some twelve miles distant, towered high the Basel Mission
Church at Bali, and the Chief's house . It was a pleasant sight. Behind
us, low at the foot of the hill, stood Bamenda-Nkwe village itself, with the
houses standing out among the banana and plantain groves.
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Arrival at the Lake.

had been recuperat~ng for an hour in the cool breeze blowing 'across the deep
blue lake. Our chIldren made loud cries of amazement, and could not stir
a step near the. water, because they had never before seen one so large.
The lake IS about. 400 yards long, and its greatest width about 25 0
y~rds. We then explaIned to them that a river is sometimes six times as
WIde as the lake, and many hundreds of miles long.
After a short walk round the banks as far as possible, we came back
to a place where we had food and rest.
.
At 1.10 p .m. we began on our homeward journey. This time we took
16 7

LAKE OGUTA

.

d reached the station at 4.5 p.m., and had !l0thing. to complain
the excursion was a pleasant a~d mterestmg ~ne.
The people of Bambluwe hold this lake ~s a fetish. They beheve that
nobody else should bathe in it except the Ch1e:.
The following tales have been told about 1t :
..
.
() That the lake was originally situated at Bamb1h, anfolthehr v1llag~
I .
bl
The Chief of Bambluwe e t t at suc
abo~t
four m1 les lfdrobm ~amh'suow~~ village' and being a powerful chief,
a b1g water s h ou
e m 1
"
he brought it over.
..
.
(2) That the lake once belonged to three men ~t Bam
Bb1hb;1 owmg~~
.
h d h
th
solved to transfer 1t to am uwe.
one of them fell sick, and could not
the worfles they .a ~ ere, k eYt re
the d~y th~y appolfit.e to t~~e1 o~~::'two could not wait for him, and so
go w1th h1s compamons. B bl we When the sick man recovered, he
they t~ok ~~ay t~~tla:~e;O re;u~edu to 'take him back into theircompTanh~'
met t e 0 ers,
ive him his own share of the lake.
1S
He therefore asked th~m to g h
'd f the Bambluwe bush and made
they did, and he took 1t to anot er S1 e o ,
his home there.

~~~ m~~n tr.::: ~hole,

By G. C.

OKEYA

Headmaster R.C.M., Inyeogugu , Owerri

I

N my own view the Nigeria Magazine is a publication for discussions
on local problems and affairs of local interest educationally or otherwise.
The magazine as such is of great use and importance to teachers,
-especially in Nigeria. In the class room it is an ever-ready assistant to
the class teacher to augment some ideas and facts about our school lessons
on such subjects as geography, composition, nature-study, hygiene, etc.
Since in no other sphere of life are things of local interest more
-emphasised than in the school, the magazine is a voice in the educational
field calling on teachers in every part of the country to contribute more

A WEAVER OF SIERRA LEONE AT
WORK WITH HIS LOOM

)

Lake Oguta (from a sketch map by G. C. Okeya) .

frequently 'vivid articles on subjects of local interest and on aspects of life
as it is in the vicinity where they work. Contributions on hills and valleys,
on fauna and flora, on local arts and crafts, will make us better equipped
in our lessons on the tribes of Nigeria and will furnish us with fresh ideas
and facts , For instance, teachers near the delta or elsewhere should make
us acquainted with concrete objects in their neighbourhood. Such
discussions interest our pupils exceedingly, for most of them have no
means or hope of travelling, and some leave school very early with scanty
information as to whether one part of Nigeria is hilly or level, or if another
is thickly forested or not.
Nigeria is such a very wide country that its population and its natural
resources are full of varied interests.

The photograph reproduced above shows a weaver
'sF;e;~
town Sierra Leone, using a trtpod form of loom.
z y
of lo~m has the advantage of be~ng ve:"Y easdy pOzfatle? an~
. is su ested that it is one whzch mzght ver;: we,
e mtro
~uced i~fo Nigeria. A comparison bet~een thzs Szerra LeoJe
l
amd the looms now in use by Ilorm weavers .can be ma ~
bo;~eferring to No. 14 issue of "Nigeria" (Speaal Arts an
Crafts Number), page 124·

Many a pupil does not know, for instance, that at Oguta is situated
the largest lake in Southern Nigeria, known as Lake Oguta, which is
connected with the River Niger by the River Orashi and the N doni Creek.
Moderately large river steamers from Abonnema or Port Harcourt are able
to reach the lake during the period of high water (flood season) on the
Niger, while throughout the year launches come and go from the lake.
The lake abounds in fish and crocodiles, turtles, tortoises and manatees.
Formerly the hippopotamus also had its home here. The crocodiles are
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;x

h
1
for they have an .abundant supply of aquatic creatures on which
armfessd' Europeans from Enugu and neighbouring towns spend local
..
b
f h 1k
t h ey ee .
.
leave at Oguta for angling or enJoymg the eauty 0 tea e.
The lake as a whole is bluish, but a sample of ~he water appears qUIte
clear when placed in a glass . Thi~ phenomenon IS due to two causesthe de th of the lake and the peculIar effects of clouds and tree~. So~e
p 't was observed that the lake occasionally changed from ItS blUIsh
~~~~~:~~ ~rownish colour. The n~tives attributed this to the goddess of
th lake My explanation is that It was caused by the fierce waves and
te
~hich eroded the brownish clay of the banks. Ther~ are m~ny
~r~~fttons connected with this la~e, but it is impossible to gIve detaIled
accounts of them in this short article.
The lake is a little less than a mile wide. The le~gth of ~he lak~
proper, excluding its branches, is about two and a half mIles. It IS note
for its occasionally turbulent waves .
.
o uta town is a big commercial centre. It is 241 miles from Ow~rn
and ; miles from Onitsha. It is the greate~t pa~m-produ~e. tradmg
centr! in Onitsha and Owerri provinces, due to ItS SUItable posltlOn. Its
connection with the Royal Niger Company (U.A.<:;.) dates as ~ar back as
1888 and to-day there are three large trading firms. The dally average
.
of palm produce is about 50 tons.
The local people are farmers and traders. Trading is mostly carne~
export yams to Abonnema, Port Harcourt, Warn,
on b y wome n . They
.
Th fi h .
t d
Forcados and to some of the neighbounng towns.
e s . IS expor e.
t most of the towns in the Owerri district. The farmers lIve on theIr '
f~rms which are from 10 to 24 miles away from th.e town. Only farms
for cassava, cocoa-yams and yams for local ~onsumptlOn are !lear the. to:w n .
The crafts are basket-making, net weavmg! canoe. makmg, smlthmg.
Carpentry and pottery are done at the nelghbounng towns, such as
Mgbidi, Awo, etc.
.
.
.
The local fauna includes bush-cows, bo~s, wIld pIgS, allIgators;
crocodiles, grass-cutters, antelopes, turtles, tortOlses, and ~anatees.
The land is level and low and is muddy during the ramy season.

FISHING AMONG ' THE ANAMS
By A.

U. UNIGWE

St. Joseph's School, R.e.M., Aguleri

1\ N AM is a town
f l of the River

A lively piece of wood carving by an Ilorin school boy

in Onitsha province, near Aguleri, . on the left bank
Anambra. The local inhabitants are amphibious
people and are well known among the Ibos to spend a large part of
their lives in or upon the water. Among their activities fishing is the one
most extensively carried on by men, women and children.
.
The methods of fishing vary according to the seasons. During the
flood, when the Anambra is high, the whole population turns to the river
in small dug-out canoes. Some use fish nets, while others angle with
hooks . . The net fishing is very interesting to watch. There are always
two men in a canoe, one of whom manages the canoe while the other stands
at the fore-end spreading the net. The Anam fisherman is very expert
in the casting of nets . Having sighted an area with a "school" of fish,
he signals to the canoe man (usually a boy) with his hand. The signal is
quickly understood and the canoe is manreuvred dexterously in the
direction most convenient for the use of the net. This is spread very
artfully, precaution being taken to avoid disturbing the water violently to
maintain a perfect balance of the canoe. The net is always weighted with
bits of lead and thus sinks down in the water till the leads meet together,
·e nveloping some fish within. The net is then carefully drawn up and
<:atches are taken aboard.
The other method is by fish-hook. The hooks are attached to lines
of about a foot or so in length. These lines are tied at intervals along one
big rope. There are broken bricks ' or fairly small stones attached to
the rope at greater intervals, -causing the baited hook lihes to sink. Live
baits are used, such as frog, toad or earthworm. Having sunk the rope,
the Anam fisherman repairs to his house and after a meal returns to his
hooks. Often each visit is rewarded with an ample catch.
There is another method, by name "Omuma Akisi." This is one
of the fishing tactics which the people of Anam employ when the water is
low. It is one that demands labour and patience. A shade is secured near
the bank with small branches and leaves. This harbours some fish and
after about eight or ten days the fish inside are shut up in a kind of enclosure
made with long sticks fastened together. The small branches and leaves
inside are next removed and the fish within the enclosure are either speared
or caught with a basket made in the shape of a cone but with a narrow
opening at the apex .
. Yet another method is called "Owuwu Ibolo." This means "putting
in the net ." In this a net as long as the width of the watercourse is spread
right across the river. It is floated with light pieces cut from the branches
of umbrella wood tree (Musanga Smithii) . The fish going up the current
become entangled in the meshes. The method is not, however, a very
hopeful one and it is only adopted by a few people.
There is also "Ikpu Attala." Attala is a fishing material prepared
from the split bark of a kind of rattan palm (Calamus spp .). It looks like
a screen about ten or twelve square feet in area. The four edges of it are
kept in position with a framework of "ofolo" or bamboo stick. Two men
usually set out with ohe such screen. One end of the attala is often supported on an edge of the canoe. Two strong ropes extend to the two
<:orners of the other end and the fishermen, on holding these ropes, adroitly
- but quietly sink the attala into the water 'until a great number of small
fish swim into position· above it. The attala is at once pulled up out of the
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H. A. HARMAN, D.S.O., B.Sc.

With Illustrations, 4s.

A b k which aims at giving the African a general introductio? to the rigJ;tts
and °duties of the good citizen. It is based on per.sonal expe~le~ce of Afnc~
and a full appreciation of its needs and of t~e vanous orgamzatlons at wor
to assIst the Afncan.

DETAILED ENGLISH COURSE
For Middle Schools, Northern Nigeria
W. S.

DE

G . RANKIN.

3s.

Series, and specially
· l·f·
A slmp
I le d syllabus based on Dr. West's
N·
. New
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1
designed for Igenan c 00 s.

NIGERIA'S STORY
TOLD FOR THE CHILDREN
C. R. NIVEN.

Is. 6d.

An excellent Supplementary Reader which the teache~ c~n place in th~ ha?d,~
f the children as an introduction to the same author s HIStory of Nlgena,.
~Iread established as a class boo~ for t~e upper st~ndar~s. The ~tory .Is
told i~ simple language and is copIOusly Illustrated wIth pIctures whIch wIll
appeal to the readers.

water, and the small fish, which have no chance of escape, are caught and
thrown into the canoe. This method is very risky as any accident with the
rope during the pull will capsize the canoe; but as the attala is mainlv used
to catch the small fish greatly relished by all the local people the danger
is usually overlooked. In small lagoons or near marshes the scene after
the flood is always of a sea of busy heads engaged with attala.
Another way is by the use of fish poison. A special plant is grown
whose leaves are pounded. The juice obtained is poured into the water.
The water is poisoned and the fish in the river are stupefied and float.
A gang of fishermen retreat downstream where they pick up the fish with
long baskets or spear at them. The Anams are very skilful in the use
of the spear.
The women and children use baskets on the river. These are set
in position and particles of food are thrown in the region of the baskets.
This attracts the fish and, like the carcase of a fawn thrown among hounds,
you see a host of these small fish swiftly coming to snap the pieces. A
lavish supply of food is used by these artful women until eventually the
tide turns and the basket is raised, capturing a number of small fish.
Among other ways in which the Anams fish is the building of a dam
in the course of a river with either mud or fencing material and scooping
the water off to kill the fish. Another is the use of a hurricane lamp or a
fire lit with the split pieces of tie-tie. This fire is carried along the bank
and the fish seen are speared. There are many other fishing tactics among
these people, too numerous to mention, but one thing is interesting about
them. They are naturally given to fishing, but, unlike other fishing
communities, they are settled and practise agriculture on a big scale.
They generally migrate to the farm for the greater part of the year and
only return to their village at the time of flood, which is their season of
plenty, for both yams and fish are abundant at this time.

New Volume5

Ready Shortly

NEW METHOD SUPPLEMENTARY
READERS
Grade Ill.

LIFE OF PETER WILKINS

Grade IV. TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS
By THOMAS HUGHES. Is. Id.
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By CHARLES DICKENS. Is. Id.
Grade VI. MORNING STAR
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Is. Id.
Grade VII. TYPEE
By G. J. WHYTE-MELVILLE.

Is. Id.

LONGMANS' SIMPLIFIED ENGLISH SERIES
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA
By ANTHONY HOPE. Is. 6d.

THE GORILLA HUNTERS
By R. M. BALLANTYNE. Is. 6d.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., LTD" 39 Paternoster Row, E.C.4

BOOK REVIEWS
African Education.
2S·9 d .

By the Rev. Alban Winter, C.R.

Longmans, Green & Co.

This is a text-book of school method designed to help students who
begin their training on the basis of a Standard VI general education. It
may prove rather difficult for such students to read-it is a pity that it
could not have been presented in a limited vocabulary. It deals in a general
way with child psychology and is of particular value in the stress it lays on
child study and the need for placing the child at the centre of our educational
ideas. For this reason teachers and older students will find the book very
stimulating.
·
A. H. C.
Swim Like a Fish.

By H. A. Lear.

A. Brown & Sons, Ltd.

3S • 6d.

In this little book there is something for everyone who is interested
in swimming, be he beginner, average or expert in the water. Added
value is given by the fact that it should prove invaluable to those instructors
who have to do their best to teach and encourage the young idea.
This book is particularly suitable for West Africa in that it is amply
and intelligently illustrated with both action photographs and diagrams.
Moreover, technical descriptions are simplified as much as possible without
loss of accuracy in meaning. Where the use of a technical term is unavoidable, a full and simple explanation of its meaning is given.
Thousands of children along the coast and in the creek areas of Nigeria
learn to swim almost as soon as they learn to walk. To them, swimming
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IN
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AND ELSEWHERE

Two books which every teacher needs
A practical scheme of A.rith~et~c
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By OTTO RAUM.

EVANS

Price 3s. 6d. net.

A scheme for teaching the first steps
in Geography through the everyday
surroundings of school and home.
Practical map making and map reading and local visits are. features of
this interesting and practIcal scheme.
By V. L. GRIFFITHS and MD EL
RAHMAN ALl T AHA. Price 5s. net.

BROTHERS

LIMITED

Montague House, Russell Square, London, England

is a useful accomplishment. This book can teach them how that accomplishment can be developed into an art and this utility measure transformed
into a fascinating game.
. The building of the Municipal Swimming Bath in Lagos has had a
rejuvenating effect on African interest in swimming as a pastime. Here
is a book that can give further impetus to that rejuvenation. For the divers
who may have been inspired by Dr. Barnett's article in Nigeria, No. 16,
here is an elaboration of one of the most beautiful arts of water sport;
here is speed for those who would race; here is life-saving for those who
feel their accomplishment gives them an added responsibility; here are
tricks for those who would entertain others. And it is all made so simple
and easy for those who will hurry slowly.
v. B. V. POWELL.
Beginning Geography. By V. L. Griffiths and A. E. R. Ali Taha, Sudan
Education Department. Evans Bros. 55.

This book is meant first as a text-book for use on training courses.
I t is suitable for the use of teachers in charge of Elementary and Lower
Middle classes. ' The subjects dealt with are the understanding, making,
and use of simple maps, and the study of s~mple civics and geography in
the home district.
The book is based on Fairgrieve and on considerable experience and
experiment in geography teaching in the Sudan and is one we can thoroughly
r ecommend. Its particular merits are that the aims in view are kept before
the teacher throughout, and that the teacher is given detailed and most
practical instructions for achieving those aims while he is still left scope
for his own initiative and originality. It is a pity that the price puts the
book out of reach of many of our young teachers outside the Training
Colleges.
K. B. F.
The English Bible-Selections.

By A. Mayhew.

Ginn & Co., Ltd.

2S.

9d .

The Bible contains the best of a great people's literature during nearly
a thousand years. The English Bible is the noblest monument of English
literature. In the Royal Injunction of 1538 it is desctibed as the "verye
lively Worde of God." Two years ago there was published an edition of
the Bible described as "The Bible Designed to be Read as Literature."
The publishers succeeded admirably in the task they had set themselves,
namely, "to clothe the Bible in a dress through which its beauty might
best shine." Now we have before us yet another edition which might
justly claim to be a dress through which the beauty of the Bible might
shine. There are considerable differences in the two editions, the most
important being that the present edition is ideal for schools.
The book can be recommended as being an extremely suitable selection
for a course of Bible reading in the last year of school to give pupils an
insight into the joy of reading the Bible without concern for footnotes and
marginal comment, and the necessity of preparation for examinations which
to so great an extent mar most Scripture work in school.
A feature deserving special comment is the manner in which select
passages consisting of two or more extracts read without suggestion of a
break between the sections from different sources. The heads under which
the various selections have been grouped give a line of approach which
will be found refreshing.
The printing of the extracts as prose .or poetry without the breaking
into numbered verses is an improvement now generally accepted, but
nevertheless deserves comment. The clearness of the type will be welcomed by teachers, pupils and the general reader.
Attention must be drawn to the Preface' and Introduction. It is still
the habit of many readers to skip the Preface and Introduction of a book.
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To do so in this case would be to throwaway a very valuable portion of the
publication. The editor in the Preface sets forth the _aim and purpose of
the book in a manner which is bound to be of considerable heIp to the
reader. In the Introduction such information as is necessary for intelligent
e~oyment of the extracts is supplied in such a way as will make repeated
reading a pleasure and a gain even to those who have received the facts
through systematic Christian training.
Reference " must be made to the engravings by Mr. Eric Gill. The
publishers deserve a word of thanks for making available a glimpse of the
work of this artist, which enhances the dignity and purpose of the book.
There is one feature which might be improved in the next edition, namely,
the index. It would be of increasing value, if the verse references as well
as book and chapter references were available.
. -This is a book to be commended to schools and the general reader.
There are many people who would find the Bible a new source of enjoyment
and inspiration if they approached it through this selection.
L. J. L .
Basic and the Teaching of English in India.
India Press, Bombay. 5 rupees .

By Adolph Myers.

Times of

If you want to find out what "Basic" is and whether it is likely to be
useful in Nigeria, this is probably one of the best books to buy.
Basic is now being used for various purposes all over the world----':in
the West Indies, East Africa, Canada, India, Malay; Japan and China. It
is being used in all sorts of sch09ls, from village elementary schools in the
West Indies to secondary schools in Africa. I t has even been found useful
for clearing up difficult points in discussions on philosophy in English
universities. To learn Basic you have to learn 850 words and a few simple
grammar rules and idiomatic usages. Thus armed, you can say and write
anything about anything, though of course for special subjects like science
and business you will have to add a certain number of technical terms.
Learning Basic should take an intelligent non-English-speaking adult about
six months to a year, and a child about 2:) to 30 months.
There is a growing literature of books written in Basic, which will
shortly include a New Testament and a 25,000-word dictionary. I understand the publisher of the "Penguin" series is considering the publication
of sixpenny books in Basic English. The "Basic Way to English," a course
of four pupils' books at 6d. each and four teachers' books at IS. each, suitable for elementary schools, can now be bought in bookshops in Nigeria.
My only regret about Mr. Myers' book is that he gives ·so much space
•
to unfavourable criticism of the New Method and Oxford English Courses.
I have had some years' experience of actual teaching by the "New Method"
and have a much more favourable impression of its usefulness than that
given by Mr. Myers. .
K. B. F .
[N . B.- An experiment in the use of Basic English is at present being carried
out in the Government elementary schools in the British Mandated
Cameroons.- EDITOR.]
Better English. Suggestions to African Teachers and Students.
Giles. Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd. rod.

By W . and H .

This is ·a handsome ten-penny-worth. It discusses in a very short,
simple and interesting way such subjects as the preparation of lessons;
the teaching of speech, reading, grammar, spelling, letter writing, and
translation; class management; and English greetings and good manners.
It also contains valuable lists of books for use in teaching English, though
it seems a pity that the excellent series of reading books available for pupils
who have completed the "Basic Way" receives little mention. There is
a good section on dictation, a lesson which as used at present in many of
our schools does more harm than good. The suggestions about projects
and classroom games are particularly helpful.
K. B. F.
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EDITORIAL . NOTES
Croxley Wl;"iting Pads
The African as well as the Briton in Africa has come to think of a
writing pad as "a Croxley," and this identity pays tribute to the widespread
popularity and daily use of this product of the well-known English firm of
John Dickinson & Co., Ltd., from whom the regular stockists in Nigeria
obtain their supplies. Weight for weight, we know of no other paper of
equal opacity. This important practical quality can be tested by placing
a sheet from a Croxley writing pad over bold printed matter. Another
important advantage (especially in these days when air mail is so largely
used) is that the paper will carry writing on both sides and that three sheets
of it, carrying six pages of writing, weigh less than half an ounce when
combined with an envelope. Thus a six-page letter can be kept within
the minimum rate for air mail. Moreover, it will be a letter pleasant in
the writing and easy in the reading- thanks to "Croxley." (See page xix.)
Bovril
Nigeria is a country in which officials and others must often set out
on long journeys upon which halting-places, accommodation and food
supplies are less easily planned in advance than is possible in many other
countries. An opportunity of carrying essential food supplies in concentrated form, thus easing problems of both space and weight in transport,
gains special value here. In this connection, it seems well worth while to
draw attention to the advantages of Bovril ; the name is a familiar one to
our readers, as indeed it is all over the world. The availability of Bovril
enables the traveller to carry without trouble a reserve food supply which
gives a greatly-increased sense of security on a long journey. Incidentally,
we observe from an account of the annual meeting of Bovril Limited that
in spite of the disturbed conditions of the world's trade last year, the Bovril
export trade showed an increase over the previous year. (See page xviii.)

The Cinema in Education
The Education Department is trying out an interesting experiment in
Lagos in conjunction with the West African Picture Company. Every
week pictures are shown at the Rex and the Royal Cinemas to audiences
of 500 to 700 children. The charge for admittance is only I id. for each
child. Talking pictures are shown that help both to provide entertainment
and to impart general knowledge. (See page iv.)
Machinery in Business
Anyone returning to Lagos after an absence of a few years cannot fail
to be impressed by the rapidly changing face of the commercial areas along
the Marina, down Broad Street, Victoria Street and in the many roads
that join these main thoroughfares. Here are new offices, shops, wholesale
stores and in many cases pleasant staff living-quarters built above them.
This is an outside view of the commercial world, but inside many of the
offices are undergoing an equally great change that in England has already
transformed the clerical work associated with banking and the book-keeping
and accounting of businesses both large and small. Accounting machines and
cash registeres made by The National Cash Register Co. Ltd. have quickly
proved their value in West Africa and are SOon likely to be a feature of all
up-to-date offices and shops in Nigeria. They are remarkable machines
that can add, record and check money transactions with great speed and
unfailing accuracy. The working of these new business machines will
provide interesting, well-paid work for many progressive young Africans,
and we advise any of our readers who happen to be engaged in accountancy
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to get acquainted with these new methods. The National Cash Register
Co. Ltd. have a show room and office in Lagos. This is under the care
of Mr. J. Avery, an Englishman, but we were pleased to note that his
African office assistant is already an expert at working and demonstrating
the machines. We understand that the Accounts Branch of . the Public
Works Department, Lagos, has placed an order for a machine capable of a
great variety of work and we look forward to viewing its remflrkable mechanism. The small Cash Registers designed for one-man shops are fascinating
pieces of machinery. (See page ix.)

HOW TO OBTAIN "NIGERIA"

This magazine can be obtained at aI/ Mission Bookshops, Principal Stores.
and at aI/ General and Cash Account Post Offices in Nigeria. Copies can
be obtained by post, post free, in Nigeria, on forwarding a Postal Order for
sixpence to the Editor, clo Education Department, Lagos, Nigeria, West
Africa . . If desired, a subscription at the rate of 6d. a copy can be paid in
advance to cover several issues.
Readers in England can obtain copies from the Crown Agents for .the Colonies,
4 Millbank, London, S. W. I. Orders from outside Nigeria sent direct to
the editorial office should include a sufficient amount to cover ,postage.
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for attractive teeth and a healthy mouth.
Get a tube from your Chemist or Store to-day.
MADE IN ENGLAND
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· The Genuine Tools
for

CARPENTERS,
BLACKSMITHS,
ENGINEERS,
BRICKLAYERS,
etc., etc.
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